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Abstract
Considerable research has focused on the development of single, autonomous vehicles -
vehicles that are able to sustain themselves and achieve specific objectives, but that
generally lack the ability to autonomously coordinate with other vehicles. As this
research evolves into operational systems, a key challenge is to develop autonomous
vehicles that can self-organize in order to collectively address a set of goals that could not
be achieved by any one individual. This thesis develops a framework for an operational
system called Autonomous Distributed Operations (ADO) and presents a design for self-
organization within this framework. Self-organization is shown as an integration of five
activities that include goal evaluation and adoption, organizational strategizing, goal
decomposition and aggregation, organizational design, and finally, organization adoption.
A detailed implementation of the fourth component - organizational design - is presented.
A four-phase systems engineering methodology is developed for designing organizations
by sequentially optimizing along multiple dimensions, which include boundary, size,
structure, and membership. Algorithms that yield optimal solutions for each phase of the
design methodology exist, but are not suitable for realistic scenarios, which are often
characterized by large state spaces. Therefore, the design methodology is implemented
using heuristic algorithms that trade optimality for problem tractability. Results of the
design process are presented using a variety of goals and scenarios as inputs. The
scenarios are intended to reflect situations commonly encountered in Military Operations
in Urban Terrain.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Considerable research has focused on the development of single, autonomous vehicles -
vehicles that are able to sustain themselves and achieve specific objectives, but that
generally lack the ability to autonomously coordinate with other vehicles. As the
sophistication of autonomous vehicles has increased, their use in military operations has
also increased. Their use has been driven by a desire to expand military capabilities
while minimizing risk to human life. However, the vehicles currently deployed have
limited autonomy and generally rely on multiple human operators. This reliance creates a
risk of human operator sensory overload as the number and sophistication of the vehicles
deployed increases. In order to address this risk, research on autonomous vehicles is
beginning to evolve towards autonomous operational systems, where the focus is on
developing autonomous vehicles that are able to engage in decision-making and
communication in order to collaborate with other vehicles. This collaboration decreases
the burden on human operators by reducing the need for centralized decision-making.
The next step in the evolution of autonomous operational systems is the development of
the ability for vehicles to self-organize in order to collectively address a set of goals that
could not be achieved by any one individual.
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1.1 Motivation
The term "autonomous" alludes to a system or vehicle that is independent of human
operators. While this is the case for some small vehicles that are very limited in their
abilities, the current generation of sophisticated, autonomous vehicles requires significant
human oversight. In some cases these vehicles can require the support of as many as half
a dozen operators. Thus the current generation of sophisticated autonomous vehicles is
only autonomous in as much as the vehicles need not be co-located with their human
operators. In order to enhance the level of autonomy of these vehicles, the center of
gravity for oversight, support, and decision-making about external collaboration, should
be located within the vehicles themselves. That is our vision for the next generation of
autonomous vehicles - one in which autonomous vehicles need not necessarily function
independent of human oversight but which have the ability to do so.
From the perspective of this vision, we are motivated and approach research on
Autonomous Distributed Operations. In the proposed framework, each vehicle has a set
of resources, such as sensors and actuators, and is host to a software platform that hosts
autonomous agents and provides the drivers to the physical resources of the vehicle.
Software agents hosted on the platform possess capabilities and resources which are
combined to make up services that can be employed to accomplish tasks. These
resources and services are made known to other agents through inter-agent
communication, and it is up to each agent to decide how to apply its and other agents'
services in order to accomplish its desired tasks.
While agents can attempt to operate in an isolated fashion, they typically do not have all
the resources and capabilities necessary to achieve their objectives and therefore find it
productive to enter into relationships with other agents. These relationships can be
established externally and then imposed upon a set of agents or they can be established
internal to the set of agents. Building on these relationships, organizations, which persist
beyond the individual agents, can be created by abstracting the specific agents' functions
into organizational roles. This allows agents to enter into and exit an organization by
14
assuming a role within the organization which itself has a defined set of relationships
with all the other organizational roles. When the creation and adoption of these
organizations is carried out internal to the agent society, as opposed to being imposed by
an external human actor, it is termed self-organization. It is hypothesized that the ability
to reason about, design, and adopt organizations internally is very beneficial in large
systems where there is danger of human operator sensory overload, and in unpredictable,
chaotic environments where a human command link may be vulnerable to interruptions.
The details of what are resources, capabilities, services, agents, roles, and organizations,
and how these concepts apply to reasoning, communication, and collaboration, are the
foundations of this research. Building on this, a methodology for dynamic self-
organization in autonomous distributed operations is developed.
1.2 Application Domain
While this research addresses the topics of autonomous distributed operations and agent
self-organization in a domain independent fashion, the software and organizational
design methodology presented herein are motivated by the requirements of the domain of
Military Operations in Urban Terrain. This domain is particularly well suited for the
developed system because of its high level of environmental instability, which makes
autonomous self-organization attractive.
Military Operations in Urban Terrain are characterized by a complex and chaotic urban
environment that causes operations to suffer degraded communications and control
capabilities, increased difficulty in aviation, and often a degraded logistics capability that
reduces ground operations to the level of small unit combat. As stated in the Doctrine for
Joint Urban Operations, 2002 [28]:
"The difficulties of communication and control that arise from the dispersal of units
into buildings, underground passages, streets and alleys force command and control
(C2) to devolve toward the smaller unit level."
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In addition to these challenging environmental conditions, urban operations often entail
protracted engagement, where the opportunities to regroup and consult with central
command are limited. All of this suggests that as larger numbers of autonomous vehicles
are integrated into the traditionally human field units, situations where entire units of
autonomous vehicles find themselves isolated from human command could likely and
increasingly be encountered. It is hypothesized that in these Military Operations in
Urban Terrain it is more valuable for a set of autonomous vehicles to be able to re-
organize themselves to adapt to situational changes than it is for them to retain a given
initial organization or to rely on a central command center to re-organize them.
1.3 Existing Approaches
Many existing multi-agent systems have been developed for the electronic business
community. The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [18] is a non-profit
organization that has guided the creation of standards for the interoperation of
heterogeneous software agents. The organization's membership is composed of
interested parties from both academia and industry. FIPA has produced, and is
continually refining, specifications that range from architectures to support agents'
communicating with each other, communications languages and content languages for
expressing those messages and interaction protocols which expand the scope from single
messages to complete transactions. However, FIPA's work has its limitations for our
applications because it is primarily concerned with a business paradigm, where the agents
are assumed to reside in a stable, hard-wired networking environment. By contrast, this
research is focused on systems that operate in an environment characterized by frequent
loss of network contact and continuous re-organization of ad hoc functional groupings.
An example of the shortcoming of the FIPA specifications is its reliance on a centralized
registration service that keeps track of all agents' location and services. Whenever a new
agent enters the agent world, they register with the service so that other agents can locate
them and their services. While this centralized registry works well in the case of a stable
business network, it is unreliable and inappropriate for an unstable network where agents
16
experience frequent loss of communications and are continuously joining, leaving, and
being destroyed.
In the human domain, traditional design of an organization's structure and the roles that
populate it is an ad hoc process. Organizations are initialized either through some rough
heuristic formed from past experiences or through mimicking existing organizations that
appear to be successful relative to some evaluation criteria. Once formed, these
organizations evolve, both in terms of structure and role definition, through a process of
trial, error, and adjustment. Many organization types in military scenarios have evolved
through this process of trial, error, and adjustment and are now considered part of the
domain knowledge. These organizations are almost always set prior to deployment by
members of the higher levels of the military hierarchy and tend to stay fixed and be
strongly hierarchical. Contingencies are elaborated off-line and a set of procedures is
created to handle contingencies. Within this framework, human planners are very limited
in their ability to guide the design process when new, radically different circumstances
call for a major shift in the organizational structure and the roles that make it up.
In order to address the need to design effective organizations given radical changes in
circumstance, researchers have focused on organization theory and have turned to
systems engineering for application [40], [21], [9]. This approach has been motivated by
a desire to create a scientific methodology for organizational design. The systems
engineering approach recognizes that the optimal structure of the work to be carried out
by an organization is relative to the design of the organization, and conversely, that the
optimal design of the organization is relative to the particular structure of the work. This
iterative relationship implies that one organization does not fit all, and that organizational
design ought to be tailored to the structure of the work at hand. Given this relationship,
systems engineering approaches the problem of organizational design as follows [31]: (i)
a qualitative model describing the goal to be achieved and the organizational constraints
is constructed, (ii) multiple evaluation criteria, by which the optimality of an organization
is judged, are enumerated and combined into an overall objective function, and finally
(iii) an organizational design is generated to optimize the generated objective function.
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Using this methodology as a general framework, researchers have begun to develop
techniques for normative design of organizations. One approach calls for dividing the
design of the organization into three stages [31], [32]: (i) task-resource mapping, (ii)
resource clustering with decision-makers, and (iii) decision-maker hierarchy creation.
This method of systems engineering, along with others being developed [49], rests on a
key assumption - that the designer is an actor outside the system within which the
organization exists. This assumption has a generally significant impact on the entire
design process and specifically has a tremendous impact on how systems engineering has
been applied to autonomous systems to date. In this joint domain, the designer,
sometimes termed an analyst, is a human actor who creates the autonomous agent world,
populates it with autonomous agents of his/her own design, designs organizations out of
the created entities, and then allows it to run autonomously. This approach has relied on
the fact that the designer is all-powerful and can allocate resources and agents within the
world that he/she has created as he/she sees fit. The design of the organization entails
rules about who has control and ownership of the various resources and entities in the
created world, but, stepping back out of the created world, there are no ownership or
control issues for the designer.
In the multi-agent software domain, some work has been done in creating methodologies
for agents to enter into relationships with each other, independent of human control.
Some of this work takes a simple view of organizations and only considers which agents
have control over other agents and which agents are in peer relationships [3], [4], [36]. In
addition, these relationships are only altered as a passive response to environmental
conditions as opposed to pro-actively created and altered to optimize an internal objective
or to be in line with an internal strategy. Yet other work introduces the concept of
organizations being defined by a set of roles and their relationships but does not address
how these organizations come about in the first place [20].
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1.4 Thesis Approach
This thesis builds a solid foundation for autonomous distributed operations by presenting
a set of terms to define it rigorously and by creating a software infrastructure used as a
medium for its operation. The software infrastructure provides a platform to be
embedded in autonomous vehicles on which autonomous software elements can exist and
addresses such issues as inter-element communication and data storage. An
implementation is also developed in order to simulate the design of organizations within
the framework of autonomous distributed operations.
This thesis approaches the design of organizations by removing the assumption that the
designer of an organization is external to the autonomous system in which the
organization exists, and therefore has complete control over the system. Instead, this
research approaches the issue of organizational design from the perspective of entities
that reside within autonomous systems and are constrained by their resources,
capabilities, and environment. This paradigm shift motivates a redesign of an existing
three-phase systems engineering approach to organizational design. Specifically, the
need for a layer of design abstraction, to act as a buffer between an autonomous entity's
internally conceptualized organizations and the creation of functional organizations
external to the entity, is addressed. A new four-phase approach is developed and
presented that includes this layer of design abstraction and which revisits and enhances
the currently existing three-phase approach.
1.5 Thesis Roadmap
In this thesis we provide an overview of the existing state of distributed autonomous
systems and organization theory, and then present terminology and a software
infrastructure for our vision of autonomous distributed operations, as well as provide a
detailed methodology for organizational self-design within the presented framework.
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The remaining chapters are organized as follows:
" Chapter 2 presents background information on organization theory, autonomous
systems, and distributed collaboration infrastructure.
* Chapter 3 introduces the framework for autonomous distributed operations, which
includes detailed terminology, key concepts, and a high level description of self-
organization.
" Chapter 4 describes the developed strategic organizational design methodology in
detail and presents an array of algorithms used in the methodology.
* Chapter 5 presents examples of organizational design using the methodology
presented in Chapter 4. Multiple scenarios within the context of Military
Operations in Urban Terrain are considered and trade-offs between differing
organizational designs are explored.
" Chapter 6 expands on conclusions drawn from this work and discusses possible
future research in this domain.
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Chapter 2
Background
To provide the reader with an adequate context for the discussed research, some
background information is provided on the subjects of organization theory, autonomous
systems, and distributed collaboration infrastructure. Additionally, a section is provided
that describes a body of work that has significantly influenced the organizational design
methodology of this research effort.
2.1 Organization Theory
Organization Theory is a positive science that uses observations of "what is" to define,
understand, and evaluate organizations [9]. It is a thoroughly multidisciplinary science
that contains differing perspectives from fields such as management science, open system
theory [21], and systems engineering. Organization theory tends to be a descriptive and
not a prescriptive science - meaning that it has focused on describing organizations rather
than creating a methodology for designing successful organizations. Researchers in the
field typically focus on one aspect of organizations that they consider dominant and seek
to describe that factor's effect on organizations' behaviors. At the heart of organization
theory is the definition of what constitutes an organization.
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2.1.1 Definition of an Organization
There is no one agreed upon definition of an organization. Most definitions found in
literature touch on the themes of a society, cooperation, and common objectives. Here
are a few of the most popular definitions:
" "Organizations are social units (or human groupings) deliberately constructed and
reconstructed to seek specific goals" [16]
" "The purpose of organizations is to exploit the fact that many (virtually all) decisions
require the participation of many individuals for their effectiveness... Organizations
are a means of achieving the benefit of collective action in the situations in which the
price system fails" [2]
" "Organizations are social entities that are goal-directed, deliberately structured
activity systems with an identifiable boundary" [14]
" "An organization is a consciously coordinated social entity, with a relatively
identifiable boundary, which functions on a relatively continuously basis to achieve a
common goal or a set of goals" [41]
Above all else, organizations are social entities whose members receive some benefit
from participating in the organization and who contribute something to the organization's
ability to pursue goals. Members of an organization share a common objective which
differentiates them from a group of individuals that happen to be co-located.
Organizations break down high level goals into tasks and establish coordination among
their participating members in order to achieve the high level goal. Coordination is what
makes an organization different from a group of individuals working on isolated tasks. In
order to have coordination, there must be creation, sharing, and processing of information
within the organization. This provides motivation to view organizations from an
information processing perspective.
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2.1.2 Information Processing View of Organizations
Information, together with all the activities associated with its creation, exchange and
processing, is the cornerstone of organizations. Information is needed to evaluate what
an organization is doing, to make strategic operation decisions, and to communicate these
decisions to constituent members. In this framework, an organization creates and
abandons information channels between its constituent members according to the
perceived benefits and costs of their communication links. Individuals within the
organization have the ability to process information, but not in equal amounts or equally
well. The scarcity of this information processing capacity is an essential feature for
understanding individual and organizational behavior [2].
In the early 1970's Galbraith [19] theorized that the amount of information needed to be
processed by an organization is proportional to the uncertainty of the tasks it processes.
Therefore, a set of tasks to be executed determines the information flows throughout the
organization. In turn, the information flows influence the structure and make-up of the
organization. Later, Burton and Obel [9] expanded this theory by stating that the
information processing demand on an organization is also strongly influenced by
strategic choices made by the organization itself. The information processing view of
organizations is built on these two principles and on the following assumptions [9]:
" Individuals are rationally bounded
" Organizational work is partitioned, i.e., there is a division of labor
" Information is costly to gather, transmit, store, and analyze
" Information activities are not perforrned with perfect reliability
" Information is then scarce and imperfect
" Thus, coordination is problematic
" Individuals have self interest as well as organizational concerns
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2.1.3 Organizational Design
Whereas Organization Theory is primarily a descriptive science, Organizational Design is
a prescriptive science with the goal of specifying how an organization should be crafted
[9]. Generally, there are three overarching criteria that are used to guide the
organizational design process:
* Effectiveness: An organization is effective if it realizes its purpose and accomplishes
its goals
* Efficiency: An organization is efficient if it utilizes the least amount of resources to
create, produce and provide its products or services
* Viability: An organization is viable if it can sustain itself in perpetuity.
Organizational design is an iterative process. Generally, the beginning point of the
design process is a set of goals that an organization wishes to achieve. From these goals,
some specificity of what type of work is involved can be deduced. Next, a designer
evaluates an organization's operational environment and generates high-level design
parameters that are congruent with observed environmental parameters. This step
specifies the values of factors that frame the long-term strategy of a designed
organization. These factors provide the means to define "optimality" and strongly affect
the choice of the right organization. Based on the defined strategy, the set of goals is
decomposed into tasks. The process of goal decomposition is significant because how
the goals, and the tasks that make them up, are structured heavily influences the makeup
and structure of the best-fit organization. In turn, the composition and structure of an
organization determines its ability to best structure work that is required to achieve goals.
In order to start the design process, a contextual basis must be established from the
adopted goals. The context within which the organization finds itself is defined along
multiple dimensions, such as technology and environment. From these contextual
24
variables, the designer can leverage empirical relationships documented in organization
theory literature to guide the design process. The existence and use of these empirical
relationships falls under the rubric of Contingency Theory.
2.3.3.1 Contingency Theory
Contingency Theory holds that the optimal organizational design is determined by
multiple aspects of a given situation, be they external, such as the environment of an
organization or internal, such as technology and size of an organization. The theory
approaches organizational design as a multi-dimensional design problem where causal
relationships are sought between contingencies and organization design factors.
However, many organizational design theorists have argued that contingency theory is
not a useful tool because it relies on finding most of the empirical relationships by
isolating one factor at a time. The theory is being criticized for not providing a very
accurate model of the relationship between a large set of contingency factors and the
optimal design. The theory is also attacked by some on the basis of perceived over-
generalizations and general lack of theoretical clarity, which are claimed to limit its use
in an actual detailed design process [42]. Although the criticisms laid forth are valid,
Contingency Theory can often be used as a means to guide high-level organizational
design steps.
2.3.3.2 Art vs. Systems Engineering
Much of organizational design in the real world is treated as an art. Many believe that
organizational issues are so complex, and the metrics needed to evaluate them so sparse,
that quantitative techniques provide limited practical guidance [40]. Researchers in this
camp believe that organizations are best designed through the use of common sense and
contextual information gained from experience in a particular context. While this
approach may be acceptable in the human domain, it is clearly not appropriate for the
domain of autonomous systems, which as of this writing do not have the benefit of
employing insight, intuition, abstractions, analogies, and metaphors. The criticism that
many important issues are left untouched in order to be able to deal objectively with
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those that can be quantified is valid. Nonetheless, an attempt must be made to approach
organizational design from a systems engineering perspective if there is to be any hope of
autonomous systems engaging in self-organization. Again, the systems engineering
approach to organizational design is as follows:
" a qualitative model describing the goal to be achieved and the organizational
constraints is constructed.
" multiple evaluation criteria, by which the optimality of an organization is to be
judged, are enumerated and combined into an overall objective function.
* an organizational design is generated to optimize the generated objective function.
Generally speaking, systems engineering treats organizations as complex systems, with
quantifiable inputs, actions, and outputs. It uses well-defined quantifiable metrics to
evaluate design options and organizational performance. One such systems engineering
approach was developed by a team of researchers at the University of Connecticut under
the title of Normative Design of Organizations [31], [32]. This body of work has heavily
influenced the research presented in this thesis and is described in detail in Section 2.3.
2.2 Autonomous Systems
Autonomy is an elusive concept. Some common definitions include: (i) "not controlled
by others or by outside forces", (ii) "independent in mind or judgment; self-directed", and
(iii) "free from external control and constraint in action and judgment". These definitions
lead to ambiguity when applied to some interesting questions, such as: (i) is a clock
autonomous? (ii) is a computer chess player autonomous? and (iii) are humans
autonomous? All three entities in question exhibit the ability to carry out processes
independent of immediate external control, such as a clock keeping track of time, a chess
program selecting its next move, and a human writing this thesis. Yet clearly, all exist in
an environment and are influenced to differing degrees by external forces. So, while
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pinpointing an exact definition of autonomy is difficult, it is clear that there is a sliding
scale that goes from "not autonomous" to "fully autonomous".
Unmanned vehicles in use today fall within a wide range of autonomy. Some are
considered autonomous merely because they are unmanned, while all of their capabilities
are controlled remotely by human operators. Others have a mixture of control, with some
operations, such as piloting, performed on-board the vehicle, and other operations, such
as payload deployment, controlled by remote human operators. The trend is to gradually
move the center of gravity for decision-making on-board the vehicles, thereby making
them more autonomous in the sense of being freer from direct human control. This trend
is motivated in part by the realization that as the number of unmanned vehicles grows
large relative to the number of human operators, there is an ever-increasing risk of human
operator sensory overload. It is also motivated by a desire to minimize the time and
robustness of decision-making cycles by moving the decision-making process closer to
the entity that is sensing and taking actions.
In order for unmanned vehicles to move towards fully autonomous operation,
autonomous software agents need to be developed that are capable of making decisions
regarding: (i) agent organization construction, (ii) plan generation, (iii) task allocation,
(iv) plan integration, and (v) plan execution, as shown in Figure 2-1.
Problem Feedback/
Conflict Feedback/
Agent Resolution Conflict
Organization Resolution Feedback/
onstructio Plan Conflict Feedback/
Phase Generation TakResolution Conflict
Allocation Plan Resolution
Organization Phase Integration
Parameters Phase Exeution
Al ocation Phase
Schedule Solution
Figure 2-1: Five inter-linked processes that show some of the capabilities that need be developed
to move unmanned vehicles towards fully autonomous operation.
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Agent organization construction provides the software entities with the capability to self-
organize to maximize functionality given environmental and individual constraints, while
plan generation, task allocation, and plan integration provide the capability to specify
courses of action. Plan execution allows the software entities to monitor and evaluate the
performance of their organization in order to reason about re-planning and/or re-
organization.
The following sections discuss each of these five capabilities in more detail and provide
information on research done in these areas.
2.2.1 Agent Organization/Reorganization
Agent organization and reorganization deal with autonomous agents' abilities to form
organizations in order to achieve a set of goals and then modify them in response to
environmental and operational changes. Reorganization of an agent organization can be
motivated by the desire to reduce conflicts within inter-agent cooperation and to increase
the efficiency in achieving goals [20]. Several mechanisms for organization and
reorganization have been proposed and include Dynamic Adaptive Autonomy [3], [4],
[36], Organization Self-Design [25], and Flexible Teamwork [45], [46], [47]. Dynamic
Adaptive Autonomy allows agents to control their planning-interaction styles by
specifying their level of autonomy relative to a goal. This allows agents to dynamically
form and dissolve teams to address goals. However, this approach does not explicitly
address how the boundary and membership of an organization are determined, which is
one of the primary issues in the organizational design methodology presented in this
thesis. Organization Self-Design approaches the problem from a manufacturing
perspective and deals with optimally organizing resources to maximize product output
efficiency. However, this approach also does not explicitly address how the boundary
and membership of an organization are determined. Flexible Teamwork focuses on how
team members can alter their interactions over time to optimize their long-run utility.
Again, like Dynamic Adaptive Autonomy and Organization Self-Design, this approach
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assumes an established organizational boundary and a defined membership as its starting
point.
2.2.2 Plan Generation, Task Allocation, Plan Integration
Once agents have formed an organization, they must assess their individual and
communal goals and coordinate themselves in order to accomplish them. The first step is
to analyze their collective goal trees. This involves enumerating the possible sub-goals of
each goal and selecting the optimal ones. Once these have been selected, the goals must
be planned for and allocated to various agents. After the sub-goals have been broken
down into the atomic actions and these actions have been allocated, the entire plan must
be integrated to coordinate all of the actions. Exactly how this is done is organization
specific. Some examples of strategies for plan generation, task allocation, and plan
integration include Partial Global Planning [15], Decentralized Multi-Agent Planning
[13], and Blackboard Systems [22]. For task allocation specifically, contract net
protocols are well known strategies [44]. A considerable amount has been written on
plan generation, task allocation, and plan integration in relation to using the Dynamic
Adaptive Autonomy organization mechanism [5], [6].
2.2.3 Plan Execution
Once an agent organization has determined what actions will be taken, by whom, and
when, it must monitor the environment and the plan's progress in order to assure
successful completion. A framework for this process based on conmitments and
conventions has been developed [26]. In this framework, agents coordinate by jointly
committing to goals and jointly committing to a convention that dictates a pattern of
communication and notification between agents that is tied to the system evolution. This
allows the society to be informed of the system evolution so that it can properly react to
contingencies [8], [48].
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2.2.4 Decision Making
The cornerstone of agents is their ability to make autonomous decisions. In order to do
this they must have a mechanism to interpret relevant data and to evaluate alternative
actions. One such model is the BDI, or Belief, Desire, and Intention Model [10]. In this
model, actions are intended in order to achieve a desired goal based on an agent's belief's
of the state of the world. Events, messages from other agents, sensor data, and other
input stimuli lead to a modification of an agent's belief state and can thereby modify an
agent's desires and/or intentions on how to meet its desired goals. In more concrete
terms, agents use an objective function optimization algorithm with constraints in order
to determine which actions will yield the best value. Because agents are generally in an
organization and most likely do not have perfect information about their counterparts and
the environment that surrounds them, they need to employ several techniques to function.
Among these are Reasoning About Other Agents [23], Negotiation [17], [30], and
Learning [12], [23], [24], [35]. In multi-agent systems it is the joint action of all agents
that is important so when an agent attempts to determine its best course of action, it must
reason about how other agents will act. If an agent has the ability to communicate with
its counterparts then it often must engage in negotiation to determine the optimal joint
action. For an agent to be able to use objective functions to determine its course of action
it must be able to parameterize environmental variables. Often times, these values will be
rough estimates and should be refined over time based on actual observations.
2.2.5 Communication
Another cornerstone of agent societies is the agents' ability to communicate. In order to
establish agent societies, negotiate task allocation, and inform other agents of plan
execution, there must be a common communication protocol [37]. A considerable
amount of research has been done in this area with respect to XML and various layers of
protocols [11], [18].
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2.3 A Systems Engineering Approach to Organizational Design
The University of Connecticut team's research was motivated by the realization that even
for a smaller size organization with a goal that consists of a small number of tasks, there
can be an enormous number of organizational design options. In order to keep this search
space tractable, they proposed to iteratively optimize along different organizational
dimensions, beginning with those dimensions that correspond to the most heavily
weighted portion of the design objective function. In this methodology the most
important design dimension is optimized first and then held fixed as the second most
important dimension is optimized, and so on. This process continues until the entire set
of organizational dimensions has been optimized.
In their problem design, the University of Connecticut team assumed that the high-level
goal, or mission, that the organization is being designed for, is decomposed into a set of
tasks with precedence constraints. This decomposition is assumed to be carried out by a
domain specialist with a deep understanding of which tasks will achieve which subgoals
and of the interrelations between tasks. Once the goal is decomposed into its constituent
tasks, each task is given a set of resource capability requirements that it needs in order to
be successfully executed. Given this enumerated set of tasks to be executed, the
researchers developed a 3-phase methodology for carrying out organizational design.
2.3.1 Phase I: Scheduling
In Phase I, the tasks that are provided as an input are mapped to platforms in the system.
Platforms are resources available to the designer and each platform has a resource
capability vector which corresponds to the resource capability requirements of the tasks.
The task-to-platform mapping is formulated as a mixed binary linear programming
problem of the form:
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Assignment Variables:
1, if platform Pk is mapped to task Ti
Wik =0, otherwise
Traversing Variables:
1, if platform Pk is mapped to process task Tj immediately after
Xijk = processing task Ti
0, otherwise
Other Variables:
si = start time of task Ti
T = goal completion time
Parameters:
0, if task Ti must be completed prior to task Tj being started
zij= 1, otherwise
dij= delay time if task Tj is processed after task Ti
rk, = value of resource capability RC, of platform Pk
Ri= value of required resource capability RCv for task Ti.
ti= average expected processing time of task Ti
To= default task that all asset types begin and end by processing
H = goal completion time found using a heuristic (or set to infinity) - the
upper bound on goal completion time
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The chosen objective is to minimize the goal completion time and subsequently takes the
form:
min T
N
x Wik =0, i=l,..., N;k =1,..., Aj=0
NXjiik 0=1 N;k A
j=O
N N
L X0k L 0jk
i=0 j=0
Si-s J +Xik (diy+zi-H) z_ *H-ti,, i,j=l,...,N;k=1,...,A
A
rAI - W ! Rl, i=,..., N;l =1,..., S
s, - T 5 -t, i =1,...,N;
0 T:5 H; s 0; xjk, Wk e {0,1}
This form of mixed-binary linear programming problem is proven to be NP-hard and
there are many techniques for solving it. An optimal solution can be obtained via
dynamic programming. The formulation is equivalent to the Branch-and-Bound
algorithm with the following bounding rule: the nth level of the Branch-and-Bound tree
corresponds to the assignment of n tasks. A sub-optimal solution can be obtained via the
Multidimensional Dynamic List Scheduling method (MDLS). The method has two main
steps: (i) select the task to be processed via a priority task listing scheme and (ii) select
the group of platforms to be mapped to the selected task via a form of a greedy heuristic
for a knapsack structured problem. There are many task prioritization heuristics
available, including the Critical Path (CP) algorithm, Level Assignment (LA) algorithms,
and the Weighted Critical Path (WCP) algorithm. In order to select the platforms to be
assigned to the selected task, they are ranked in order according to some greedy heuristic.
The ranking heuristic is tailored to optimize relative to a desired characteristic such as
minimal goal processing time or most efficient use of resources. Once the ranking is
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established, the platforms are assigned one at a time in rank order, until the task's
resource capability constraints are met.
2.3.2 Phase II: Clustering
The second phase of the organizational design process clusters the platforms into non-
overlapping groups and assigns each cluster to a decision-maker. If two decision-makers
are in charge of platforms that are assigned to the same task, then the decision-makers
must coordinate over the execution of the task. The objective is to efficiently use the
available decision-makers while simultaneously keeping the need for overall coordination
small. In this methodology, overall coordination of a decision-maker is defined as the
weighted sum of internal coordination, which is equal to the number of platforms
assigned to the decision-maker, and the external coordination, which is as described
above. Given this, the problem assumes the form:
Assignment Variables:{ 1, if decision-maker DMm is allocated to platform Pk
0, otherwise
1, if decision-makers DMm and DMb coordinate over task Ti.
ymbi =0, otherwise
Other Variables:
C = maximum weighted coordination
Parameters:
wi = weight for internal coordination
we = weight for external coordination
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The chosen objective is to minimize maximal weighted coordination and subsequently
takes the form:
min C,
rD
Eq,,, = 1, k = I,.., A
M=1
ymbi ! wki, - mk, m, b=I,.., D; i =I,.., N; k = ,.,A
Symbi > wi - bk m, b =L..., D; i=I,.., N; k =I,.., A
A D N
C_ w, -L qm +w, * I E .yi, m =1,...,D
k=1 b=I,b~m i=1
qmk, Ymbi E 10,1}
This problem is a binary programming problem and is proven to be NP-hard. Therefore,
in order to be able to handle realistic design problems, the near optimal heuristic of
Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering is used. This heuristic starts by placing each of
the platforms into an individual cluster. Clusters are then merged based on a distance
heuristic until the number of clusters equals the number of decision-makers. Distance
heuristics used include Min-Dissimilarity and Best-Merge.
2.3.3 Phase III: Structure
The third phase of the organizational design process specifies a communication structure
between decision-makers and creates a decision hierarchy in the form of a directed tree
spanning the decision-maker nodes. The hierarchical structure is uniquely determined by
the selection of a root node corresponding to the organization's leader. The design of the
hierarchy and the selection of the root node is dependent on the optimization objective.
Optimization is examined relative to three objectives:
* minimization of overall additional coordination imposed by the tree structure in
the organizational hierarchy tree: Minimum Coordination Cost problem
(Gomory-Hu algorithm).
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" minimization of the maximal decision-maker workload: Min-Max problem.
" maximization of the aggregated coordination from the coordination links included
in the organizational hierarchy tree: Max-In problem.
Root node selection rules include: (i) minimum tree depth, (ii) decision-maker with
minimum workload, and (iii) decision-maker with maximum coordination. Performance
comparisons among the constructed organizations over goals with different structures
would validate a particular choice of the optimization objective.
2.4 Distributed Collaboration Infrastructure
While the software infrastructure for autonomous distributed operations that is used in
this research has only been developed recently, it has greatly benefited from the many
years of work done by the Draper Laboratory and MIT in the area of collaborative
infrastructure in hostile and unstable environments under the MICE (Mobile Integrated
Collaboration Environment) umbrella [50], [29], [43], [1]. Some of the most salient
aspects of the MICE initiative have been the development of an infrastructure that
handles frequent and unpredictable losses of contact, interoperates with multiple
computational devices such as cell phones, PDAs, and laptops, and operates on multiple
platforms for communication among human actors and autonomous vehicles. Building
on this infrastructure, an application layer called the Autonomous Vehicle Search and
Rescue (AVSAR) planning system was developed [39]. The AVSAR system allows for
direct mission planning, whereby human controllers, in collaboration with remote
experts, direct the movements of autonomous vehicles, as well as autonomous mission
planning done by the autonomous vehicles themselves. The system also provides a
flexible control structure allowing one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and many-to-
many relationships.
Both the MICE and AVSAR research made great strides in developing an infrastructure
for collaboration in unstable, hostile environments. While the MICE work focused
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primarily on collaboration among dispersed human operations, the AVSAR work began
to look at the integration of autonomous operators. The following sections review some
of the aspects of these works that were considered in the design of the autonomous
distributed operations system presented in this thesis.
2.4.1 Distributed Data
Network connectivity is highly unreliable in the hostile environments typically
experienced in military scenarios. In order to deal with this, participants in the
collaboration system keep a local repository of relevant data using flat files or a light
database management system, depending on their device's capabilities. Keeping a most
recent copy of relevant data allows the users to continue to function while they are out of
communication with the group at large. The method used for storing data is highly
dependent on the device type being used.
In addition to facilitating local operations, the distributed data storage architecture also
serves the purpose of creating backups for critical data. In a system where participants
disappear from contact temporarily and sometimes permanently, it is important to have
multiple copies of their critical data [1].
2.4.2 Database Synchronization
One of the major challenges introduced by having distributed databases is the issue of
synchronization [51]. Once data is stored in more than one locale it becomes important
to consider how data is updated and retrieved. Specifically there must be a system in
place to handle the situation where a set of databases, having been out of contact with
each other, suddenly come back into contact. The methods through which the most
updated and accurate data is determined and replicated throughout all the databases are
not trivial. The MICE and AVSAR systems employ a technique whereby a user, out of
contact with the group at large, works and stores data locally until contact is made. Once
contact is made the user that was isolated is updated with the group's changes. The
current version of the system does not include an elaborate versioning resolution
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mechanism in the case of data revision collisions, however several have been
investigated. These mechanisms include authority based data ownership, where data
changes must be approved by an authorized party, and time-stamping [38], where
prioritization is related to the temporal order of the data changes.
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Chapter 3
Autonomous Distributed Operations
The primary goal of this research is to explore self-organization in autonomous
distributed operations. However, the mechanisms and algorithms that make up this
capability do not exist in a vacuum; they depend on a comprehensive vocabulary for
meaning as well as a software infrastructure on which to function. This chapter explores
in depth the terminology and key concepts that characterize autonomous distributed
operations, and also provides an overview of the general context of self-organization.
The software infrastructure that makes up the developed autonomous distributed
operations system is presented in Appendix A.
3.1 Terminology
Fields such as autonomous systems, robotics, and multi-agent software systems, are rife
with loaded words, such as "agent" and "organization", that are given conflicting
meanings by different disciplines. In order to avoid the confusion and misunderstandings
that these various definitions can lead to, a set of key words with precise definitions
tailored for their usage in this research effort has been developed:
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Resource: A resource is something that has value because of its ability to provide utility
when applied to a task. A resource can be described along multiple dimensions such as
concreteness and expendability, as shown in Figure 3-1.
extendabilitv
CA, Resource
0
uncaptured thought a strategy
processor cycles code
vehicle fuel hammer
Figure 3-1: Examples of resources with varying degrees of concreteness and expendability.
Capability: A capability is something that allows for the use of a resource. A capability
is a skill.
Service: A service is the combination of a set of resources and capabilities which, when
used in conjunction and applied towards a task, provide some utility.
Element: An element is an entity that has resources, capabilities, and services, and that
can take on roles in an organization. An element has high-level decision-making
capabilities that allow it to reason about its actions. The term "element" is used in this
research in the place of the more overused and overloaded term "agent".
Role: A role is an abstract member of an organization and is defined by a set of service
and resource category requirements. A role also has a set of relationships with other roles
in the organization. In order to gain functionality, a role is mapped to an element.
Relationship: A relationship is defined between two roles in an organization and dictates
the types of interactions in which the roles engage. Superior-Subordinate, Consensus,
and Constrained Consensus, together make up the list of possible relationships.
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Organization: An organization is an entity made up of a set of entities, with a structure
defined by a set of relationships between the entities. An organization exists in order to
pursue a set of goals. An abstract organization contains a set of roles and resource types,
while a concrete organization contains a set of elements and resources.
Goal: A goal is a desired termination state. In other words, a goal is a desired state upon
which's completion all activities related to the goal terminate. A goal is generally made
up of a structured set of subgoals, which are themselves goals. A goal is in the
requirement realm and can be mapped to a task, which is in the specification realm and is
expected to achieve the desired state of the goal (see Figure 3-2).
Abstract Atomic Goal Goal
Requirement
Specific.to
Concrete
Low-Level - High-Level
Figure 3-2: The relationship between tasks, atomic tasks, goals, and atomic goals.
Mission: A mission is another term for a goal that has a set of subgoals.
Atomic Goal: An atomic goal is a goal which has no subgoals. A goal is atomic when the
desired termination state cannot be further decomposed. An atomic goal is in the
requirement realm and can be mapped to an atomic task, which is in the specification
realm and is expected to achieve the desired state of the atomic goal (see Figure 3-2).
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Task: A task is a defined action that is expected to achieve the desired state of a goal. A
task is in the specification realm because it concretely specifies how a desired state is to
be achieved. A task can have a structured set of subtasks, which are themselves tasks.
Atomic Task: An atomic task is a task which has no subtasks. A task is atomic when the
action it corresponds to cannot be further decomposed. An atomic task corresponds to an
atomic goal.
Job: A job is an allocated and scheduled task.
Plan: A plan is a structured set of plans, goals, and tasks. Plans are defined along the
dimensions shown in Figure 3-2. An abstract plan is in the requirement realm while a
concrete plan is in the specification realm.
Utility: An expected value that is associated with a service and/or resource and
accomplishment of a goal or task.
Now that the reader has the foundation of this essential set of definitions, an in-depth
look at some key concepts related to autonomous distributed operations is presented.
3.2 Key Concepts
The field of autonomous distributed operations is a new and emerging field. While it
borrows heavily from research in the area of multi-agent systems, it has its own proper
framework which has some key concepts worthy of elaboration. These include a more
detailed look at elements, roles, and organizations, as well as an overall functional view
of the entire system.
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3.2.1 Elements
Elements are the core of the autonomy in autonomous distributed operations. They are
the entities that harbor decision-making capabilities that allow them to perceive goals,
adopt goals, and design organizations in order to achieve goals, as well as control
physical resources like autonomous vehicles. When we say that a team of autonomous
vehicles self-organizes or decides to carry out an operation, we really mean that elements
residing on software platforms embedded in the autonomous vehicles are doing these
things. In essence, elements are the brains of autonomous distributed operations.
3.2.2 Roles and Organizations - Abstract Constructs
Roles and organizations are ethereal things. A role is an abstract construct that defines
responsibilities and privileges within an organization, while an organization is an abstract
construct that conceptually bundles roles and defines the relationships between them
relative to a high level goal. Everything that is done in the name of an organization is, in
reality, carried out by an element, which is filling a role that has a responsibility to act or
reason on behalf of the organization. In this sense, when an entity wishes to
communicate with an organization, it does not literally communicate with the
organization itself but rather with an element within the organization, which has taken on
a role of an organization representative. By taking on such a role, an element has access
to organizational knowledge that is required in order to reason on behalf of the
organization and therefore acts as a vessel through which an entity can communicate with
the ethereal organization.
Conceptually, however, roles and organizations can be thought of as having resources
and capabilities. An example, taken from the business world, is an organization's ability
to sue other organizations. While this ability is attributed to the organization and is
carried out in the name of the organization, the action of suing is not physically
performed by the organization. Rather, it is performed by elements within the
organization that have taken on a role of legal counsel for the organization. For this
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reason, when discussing resources and capabilities, it is important to replace the
ambiguous concept of having with the more specific concepts of ownership and location.
Ownership implies control over but not necessarily possession of a capability.
Ownership can be taken over by an entity acting on behalf of the initial owning entity.
For example, as shown in Figure 3-3, the lawyer role in the organization 0 claims
ownership over the suing capability because the lawyer role is charged with representing
the organization's legal interests. The location describes where the capability resides
relative to the entity specifying the location. For example, an organization may describe
the location of its suing capability as residing in its lawyer role, while the lawyer role
would describe the location of its suing capability as residing in element A. Of course, in
the end, the execution of the capability can only reside with an element.
Organization (0)
Capability (Sue)
location: Lawyer
owner: 0
Role (Lawyer) - Represent the Organization O's legal interests
Capability (Sue)
location: A
owner: Lawyer
Element (A) - Assume Role (Lawyer)
Capability (Sue)
location: A
owner: A
Figure 3-3: Relative ownership and location of a capability from the point of view of an
organization, a role, and an element.
This research develops an organizational capability of organization-level reasoning,
whereby an organization reasons about the utility of its own composition and structure
and considers the possible benefits of altering its composition or structure. This brings
up the interesting issue of, "Who in the organization reasons about the organization?" It
is proposed that the process of considering a potential new organization include reasoning
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about which element(s) in the new organization will assume the role of reasoning about
the organization in order to evaluate its performance, suggest alternate designs, and
coordinate the design realization process. If this element, through organization-level
reasoning, chooses to consider an alternate organization, it can form a goal to this affect
and have it treated the same as an external action or project goal. In this sense, the task
of the organization assessing its own performance and creating its own permutations is
represented in the same framework as externally specified action-based goals.
3.2.3 Organizations
A set of roles and resource types, along with their relationships, provides the abstract
form of an organization. A functional organization is a grouping of elements and
resources that map to these roles and resource types in order to address a set of goals.
Figure 3-4 shows two very simple examples of functional organizations.
Role
A A
Element
B C B ----------- C
Relationship
Figure 3-4 (a and b): Two simple functional organizations. The solid lines are Superior-
Subordinate relationships, while the dashed line is an Unconstrained Consensus relationship.
Roles and resource types on the same level of the hierarchy are in Constrained Consensus
relationships by default.
Figure 3-4(a) shows elements A and B in two roles which are in a superior-subordinate
relationship. Elements B and C are shown in two roles which are in a subordinate-
subordinate relationship as constrained or regulated by the role filled by element A. This
means that A could block attempted negotiations between B and C. A could even block,
from B and C, the knowledge of each other. Figure 3-4(b), which contains a B---C link,
shows a pure peer relationship in which negotiations are limited only by the abilities and
goals of B and C. Both of the organizations shown exist relative to a specified set of
goals.
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There are different classes of organizations, which are differentiated by their goals and
their average, relative time of existence. One such type is a line management
organization. This type of organization is long lasting and its primary goal is the
procurement of resources and capabilities for the successful operation and perpetuation of
itself and other organizations that form from it. A line management organization can be
thought of as an entity that creates and maintains a resource, capability, and service
infrastructure, which allows other types of organizations, such as project organizations to
form and function within its bounds. A project organization is made up of the
infrastructure building blocks created by the line management organization and exists to
facilitate the attainment of a project goal. These organizations are created and dissolved
much more frequently than line management organizations.
3.2.4 Software, Hardware, and the Environment - A Functional View
The field of autonomous distributed operations encompasses software, hardware, and
environmental aspects. In the software realm there are elements, which with their
decision-making abilities, represent the brains of the system. These are the components
that are proactive in the pursuit of goals - the ones that reason about, design, and form
organizations in order to achieve goals. However, elements do not exist in a vacuum. An
entire software infrastructure exists to provide platforms on which elements and all their
related data structures, such as roles and organizations, can exist. These platforms also
handle such activities as messaging between elements and data storage. In a similar
fashion, software platforms do not exist in a vacuum. Hardware platforms, in the form of
autonomous vehicles, host software platforms. Autonomous vehicles also host physical
resources, such as sensors, that interface with software platforms in the form of software
drivers. Finally, autonomous vehicles themselves exist in an external environment that
interacts with them. A functional view of the autonomous distributed operations system
is shown in Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-5: Functional view of the autonomous distributed operations system.
3.3 General Context of Self-Organization in Autonomous
Distributed Operations
While organizational design is the focus of this thesis, there are several other activities
that take place prior to design that provide needed inputs to the design process. In
addition, there are activities that take place after design that transform the conceptual
designed organization into a functional organization. Activities occurring prior to design
include goal evaluation and adoption, organizational strategizing, and goal decomposition
and aggregation, while an activity following design is organization adoption. The
relationships between these activities and the actors involved in them are shown in Figure
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3-6. In order for true self-organization to be realized in autonomous distributed
operations, all of these processes need to be developed and integrated.
Goals
Organization Theory
Knowledge Base
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Figure 3-6: General context of self-organization in autonomous distributed operations. Grey
boxes indicate activities, white boxes indicate objects/actors, solid arrows indicate information
flows, and dashed lines indicate action relationships.
3.3.1 Goal Evaluation and Adoption
The entire process of self-organization is initiated when an element perceives a set of
goals and decides that it is worth attempting to create an organization, or modify an
existing one, to pursue the goals. However, many goals are perceived and not acted on.
Therefore, the first activity in the general context of organizational design is deciding
whether a perceived set of goals is worth pursuing. In human systems we take for
granted the ability to use abstraction and comparison to determine an estimated value of
pursuing a set of goals. For simple goals, this ability allows humans to filter what is
worthwhile to pursue from what is not in a matter of seconds. For more complex goals,
financial modeling tools exist to compare a presented goal with similar goals in a specific
field or industry.
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Autonomous systems do not currently benefit from the abilities of abstraction and
intuition, so they must rely on domain knowledge in order to make a high-level
evaluation of a set of goals. This knowledge can be collected and stored by elements in
the system over time as they adopt goals, execute them, and observe the resulting utility.
In this way the knowledge base expands and is refined over time, allowing for ever more
accurate high-level predictions to be made.
Once the goal set's value has been estimated, an element considering a set of goals must
also make a high-level estimate of the cost, both in terms of time and resources, of
designing an organization. This estimate is made using collected domain knowledge
much in the same way as the goal set value estimate. Using these two high-level
estimates, an element can then decide whether to adopt the set of goals and pursue the
design of an organization in order to achieve the goals, or whether to simply ignore the
goals.
3.3.2 Setting the Organizational Strategy
One resource available to elements for reasoning about organizational design is the
organizational theory knowledge base that has been compiled by humans observing many
organizations operating in the real world [9]. This knowledge base is a set of high-level
relationships between contingencies and design parameters. An example is:
"If the environmental hostility is extreme, then the centralization should be high"
This knowledge base is vast and when many contingencies are taken into consideration,
contradictory design recommendations are sometimes encountered. These disparate
recommendations can be reconciled by using a weighting scheme that favors the
relationships in which the designer has the most confidence [9].
By considering the environment that it finds itself in, and the nature of the set of goals
that it is addressing, an element can use the organizational theory knowledge base in
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conjunction with its own domain knowledge to establish the parameters and constraints
needed for organizational design.
3.3.3 Goal Decomposition and Aggregation
Before an element can begin the design process, it must generate a concrete plan, made
up of tasks. To begin with, an element has a set of high-level goals that it has adopted.
Through an iterative process of goal decomposition actions, whereby a goal is mapped to
a set of structured tasks, and goal aggregation actions, whereby goals are combined
together, an element creates a plan that converges towards a concrete plan.
It is significant to note that an element's ability to carry out this procedure, or to have
others carry it out, sets an upper bound on the optimality of the organization that the
element may conceive of. In other words, if an element does a poor job of decomposing
and aggregating a set of goals into a concrete plan, then the organization it will design to
pursue the set of goals will be poorly fit to the goals, at best. This upper bound can be
overcome by having an element incorporate entities into its organizational design that
themselves have the ability to re-decompose and re-aggregate the set of goals and re-
design the organization from within the organization. This could be as simple as one
element that monitors the performance of the organization and considers alternative work
structures and organizational designs or as advanced as a sub-organization with many
elements and resources that carries out this task.
3.3.4 Organizational Design
The organizational design process takes the parameters, constraints, and concrete plan
generated during the strategizing and goal decomposition and aggregation activities, as
inputs. It then uses a host of algorithms to iteratively optimize the organizational design
along multiple dimensions, such a size, control structure, and membership. The output of
the design process is a conceptual organization. In order for the organization to become
functional, all of the elements and resources enumerated in the design process must adopt
the organization.
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3.3.5 Organization Adoption
In the autonomous distributed operations framework, an element that is reasoning about
self-organization may or may not have command authority over elements and resources
called for in the generated design. Furthermore, even if an element does have command
authority over entities specified in the design, they may be unavailable due to loss of
contact or other reasons. In either case, elements and owners of resources specified in the
design must choose to adopt the designed organization in order for it to become
functional.
If an organization's desired constituents are not bound to adopt the proposed organization
because of command relationships, then negotiation must be used. Entities may choose
to adopt an organization if they perceive the organization's goals to be in line with theirs
or if they receive some tangible reward for their participation. Other factors that strongly
influence the adoption process are the level of commitment, and longevity of
commitment, required by the organization of its constituent members.
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Chapter 4
Strategic Organizational Design
This chapter presents a multi-objective optimization process for organizational design in
autonomous distributed operations. The design process is a four-phase approach that
sequentially optimizes the organizational design along different dimensions and is
characterized by a level of design abstraction that separates the specification of the
desired organizational asset types from the specific member assets. In the presented
methodology, Phase I takes as input a set of decomposed goals and maps its constituent
tasks to roles and resource types. Phase II takes the asset type pool generated by Phase I
as an input and adds management roles that reflect the needs of the organization's
internal goal of effective operation. The asset type pool generated by Phase I is then
clustered around the newly added management roles. Phase III creates control
relationships between the management roles and Phase IV maps specific elements and
resources to the previously specified roles and resource types. The four-phase
organizational design methodology takes an organization from its original initialized
conceptual state to a concrete conceptual state, as shown in Figure 4-1.
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Organizational Desi
negotiation/adoption
concrete functional organization
Figure 4-1: The four steps of an organization's creation. Only the first three steps are part of
organizational design.
Before the organizational design methodology is presented, an in-depth discussion if
related terminology and key concepts is provided. After the presentation of the
organizational design methodology, evaluation criteria for the design methodology are
discussed.
4.1 Terminology and Key Concepts
Chapter 3 presented high-level terminology and key concepts pertaining to autonomous
distributed operations. This section seeks to expand on the definitions and concepts
presented in that section in order to prepare the reader for a detailed look at
organizational design within the autonomous distributed operations framework.
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4.1.1 Terminology
The following definitions supplement the already established terminology:
Asset: An asset is a concrete entity that can be mapped to an asset type. Elements,
services, and resources are assets.
Asset Type: An asset type is a conceptual asset, or a mold for an asset. For example,
howitzer is an asset type while a specific howitzer is an asset. Roles, resource types, and
service types are asset types.
Asset Category: An asset category is a high-level asset type that contains asset types. For
example, artillery is an asset category that contains the howitzer asset type.
Task: A task has the following key attributes:
" T: average expected processing time
* u: elasticity in the processing time
" p: average expected probability of success
* e: elasticity in the probability of success
" serviceCategoryArray: set of service categories required for the execution of the
task
" serviceCategoryValueArray: set of values for the service categories
* serviceCategoryRequirementArray: set of binary values that indicate if a service
category value is recommended or required
* resourceCategoryArray: set of resource categories required for the execution of
the task
* resourceCategoryValueArray: set of values for the resource categories
" resourceCategoryRequirementArray: set of binary values that indicate if a
resource category value is recommended or required
" in: set of tasks that directly precede this task
" out: set of tasks that directly succeed this task
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Task Graph: A task graph is a structured set of atomic tasks. A task graph is a product of
goal or mission planning and is an input to the organizational design process. A task
graph has the following key attributes:
* tasks: set of tasks that are part of the task graph
* precedenceTable: table that describes the precedence structure of the constituent
tasks
* delayTable: table that describes the delays incurred if two tasks are processed
sequentially by the same asset
Job: A job is an allocated and scheduled task. A job has the following key attributes:
" task: task that the job is executing
* assignmentGroup: set of entities that are assigned to execute the task
" t: calculated expected processing time
* p: calculated expected probability of success
Role: A role has the following key attributes:
" serviceCategoryArray: set of service categories that make up the role
" serviceCategoryValueArray: set of values for the service categories
* serviceCategoryRequirementArray: set of binary values that indicate if a service
category value is recommended or required for the role
" resourceCategoryArray: set of resource categories that make up the role
" resourceCategoryValueArray: set of values for the resource categories
" resourceCategoryRequirementArray: set of binary values that indicate if a
resource category value is recommended or required
Manager: A manager is a kind of role that has the responsibility of managing other roles,
as well as resources, in an organization. In addition to the attributes held by a role, a
manager also has the following key attributes:
* maximumCoordination: maximum amount of weighted coordination that the
manager can have at static design time
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" maximumSimultaneousCoordination: maximum amount of weighted coordination
that the manager can have at any one instant of run-time
" internal coordination: the number of asset types in the manager's charge
* external coordination: the sum of all weighted coordination links with other
managers
" total workload: the weighted sum of the internal and external coordination
4.1.2 Key Concepts
The following sections highlight and discuss some concepts that are key to the presented
organizational design framework.
4.1.2.1 Task Assignments
Deciding what asset types, and in what quantity, should be assigned to a given task is one
of the most crucial aspects of the presented ranizationa design methodology. The task
assignment process goes a long way towards defining the boundary and size of an
organization.
In the presented design methodology, tasks are treated as stochastic events. Asset types
are assigned to execute tasks and the processing time and the probability of successful
completion of a task are related to the value of the services and resources categories of
the assigned asset type group. Tasks have both required and recommended service and
resource category values. When a task's assignment group has not yet attained the
required service and resource category values, the task has a zero expected probability of
success and a processing time of positive infinity. Once a task's assignment group has
met the required service and resource category values, the task is said to be viable,
although it still has zero probability of success and a processing time of infinity. This is
because the task still requires the allocation of service and resource categories that do not
have a specific required value. In other words, because allocation of all the task's asset
categories is required, the task has no chance of success without allocation of all of them,
although some of them are not required to have a specific value. As further allocations
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are made, the expected probability of success increases and the processing time
approaches the average expected processing time. Once all of the task's allocated service
and resource category values meet the stated values (both required and recommended),
the task attains a probability of success equal to its average expected probability of
success and assumes an expected processing time equal to its average expected
processing time. Any further allocations move the task into an overloaded state.
Overloading a task yields positive benefits in the form of decreased expected processing
time and increased probability of success. However, the amount of benefit received
decreases as a task becomes more overloaded. The decrease in expected processing time
is bounded by the task's processing time elasticity and the increase in expected
probability of success is bounded by the task's probability of success elasticity. The
states of task allocation are shown in Figure 4-2.
Required values Recommended
attained values attained
V increased allocations
not viable viable , overloaded
expected processing time = infinity expected processing time = average processing time
probability of success = 0.00 probability of success = average success probability
Figure 4-2: The states of task allocation.
The developed stochastic model of task execution introduces a dilemma for greedy
heuristics that process task assignments one task at a time, in that if asset type costs are
low, the heuristics will overload the task currently being considered at the expense of
incurring time delays in the tasks yet to be processed because of the decrease of available
asset types. This dilemma is addressed by adding a constraint that no overloading
allocations are made that will necessarily incur delays in tasks yet to be processed.
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4.1.2.2 Organizational Congruence
An organization is said to be congruent with its goals if its design parameters, such as
structure, "fit" well with the environmental parameters [9]. Simply designing an
organization that optimizes over a given objective function does not guarantee that the
resultant organization is congruent. If some aspect of the mission environment is
misjudged, the resultant organization will be optimized to a situation that does not in fact
reflect the actual situation. For example, if an element designing an organization
erroneously calculates the environmental hostility to be low, it may design a large, highly
centralized organization. If in fact the environmental hostility is extremely high, the
organization has little chance of succeeding. Therefore, in order to assure that the
designed organization will operate successfully at run-time, it is critical that
environmental parameters be properly identified and processed.
4.1.2.3 Versatile Organizations vs. Adaptive Organizations
There are two markedly different ways to approach organizational design; the first is to
design organizations that process a set of goals without altering their membership, asset
type to manager mapping, or structure, and the second is to design organizations that are
highly adaptive and do alter their attributes to process each goal [34]. The former style
has the advantage of stability but for each goal suffers degraded performance relative to
the theoretical maximum, while the latter has the advantage of high performance for each
goal but suffers from having to continually pay organizational transition costs. The two
styles should be compared at design time and the most beneficial one selected in order to
set the approach of the initial organization. During run-time, the organization should
reason about its own performance and consider transitioning to an adaptive style if
organizational performance drops below a pre-set threshold. This thesis focuses on
initially designing organizations to be versatile.
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In the versatile organizational design style, an organization is optimized over a
concatenation of its set of adopted goals. Concatenation is carried out by sequentially
fusing the goals in the set together, such that all the tasks in the first goal are completed
prior to the commencement of the tasks of the second goal. The number of each goal
type used in the concatenation is determined by the expected frequency of occurrence of
the goal. Figure 4-3 shows an example of the concatenation of goals G1, G2, and GjuG2,
occurring with the frequencies of 25%, 50%, and 25%, respectively.
GI: 25% G2: 50% G1 u G2:25%
Goal Concatenation
G=G 1 ->G 2- G2- G1 uG 2
Resulting Concatenated Goal
E=
Figure 4-3:
graph.
An example of goal concatenation. G is the resultant goal and E is the resultant task
Once the concatenation is complete, the organization is designed to optimize relative to
the resulting compound goal.
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4.1.2.4 The Design Cycle
Under ideal conditions, a designer can apply the presented design methodology from start
to finish in sequence and end up with a fully characterized organization. However, often
times a designer may hit constraints that cannot be overcome with the current specified
design. If this happens, the designer can either wait for the constraints to change, if they
are environmental in nature, or can step back in the design process and redo the steps
using new constraints. For this reason, the four-phased design process presented in this
thesis is highly iterative. In other cases, a designer may wish to simply produce an
abstract conceptual organization, to be populated with real elements at a later time. The
presented methodology provides the designer with the flexibility to modularly design the
organization in a way that allows re-use of design components and iterative
improvements.
4.2 A Methodology for Organizational Design in Autonomous
Distributed Operations
This section presents the four-phased approach to organizational design in autonomous
distributed operations (see Figure 4-4). The process takes as inputs various parameters
and constraints developed in the activities prior to organizational design. The presented
methodology does not explicitly deal with how those activities are executed but assumes
their successful completion. Each phase of the design process optimizes along a different
dimension while holding the previous results fixed. The first phase optimizes along the
boundary of the organization by specifying what types of roles and resources should be
part of the organization in order to address the concrete plan that corresponds to the
adopted goals. This phase also specifies the number of these role and resource types that
should be included in the organization. The second phase optimizes along the internal
operation dimension by adding manager roles to manage the asset types specified in the
first phase. The asset types specified in the first phase are then clustered around the
added managers to produce an information flow network. The third phase optimizes the
control structure by transforming the information flow network into a hierarchical tree
that specifies control relationships. The fourth phase, which carries the organization from
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an abstract concept to a concrete concept, optimizes along membership by determining
which specific elements and resources should be mapped to the specified roles and
resource types. The output of the design process is a completely specified organization
with a defined boundary, size, structure, and membership. Figure 4-5 shows an example
of the evolution of an organization through the four phases.
* TaskGraph
- Constraints Phase I: Conceptual Mapping
* Weights
Phase I1I Fill and Cluster
Phase II: structure
OrganizationPhase IV: Membersh B
-Boundary
'*Rmem e Size
* Structure
* Membership
Figure 4-4: The four phases of the presented organizational design methodology.
The methodology presented is implemented as a service in the autonomous distributed
operations framework. It is composed of capabilities, which are implicitly represented by
the methods that make up the service, and resources, which include all the algorithms
employed. As a service, the organizational design methodology can be employed by an
element that possesses it or by an element that negotiates for its use with a possessor.
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AT
AT2
AT3
Phase I
AT3
AT2 AT3
AT t
Phase 11
Phase IV I Phase III
T n AT3 AT2 Al AT
Figure 4-5: An example of the evolution of an organization through the four design steps
(clockwise). AT's are asset types (roles and resource types). ATM's are asset types of the
management variety. E's are elements and R's are resources.
4.2.1 The Inputs
As was mentioned before, the processes by which the inputs to organizational design are
calculated are beyond the scope of this thesis. However, these inputs are required and are
therefore described in more detail:
* concrete plan: a concrete plan is also referred to as a task graph. It is a structured
set of tasks to be executed that specifies precedence and delay parameters. The
concrete plan is generated in the goal decomposition and aggregation process.
* time, cost, and success weights: these weights are generated during the
organizational strategizing process and reflect the organization's strategic
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priorities. These weights are used in the first and fourth phases of the
organizational design process and specify how the organization ranks goal
completion time, organization asset type cost, and goal success probability, in
order of importance.
" internal and external coordination weights: these weights are used in the second
phase of the organizational design process and specify the organization's
preference for coordination at the manager level versus coordination across
managers.
" role and resource type costs: these values reflect the expected cost of employing
an asset that can map to a particular role or resource type. The values are
generated by supply and demand of the asset type in the environment and are
assumed to be known at run-time.
* element and resource costs: these values reflect the actual cost of employing a
specific asset. The values are related to the role and resource type costs and to
the individual asset's capabilities, services, and resources.
" role and resource type constraint: this constraint specifies what role and resource
types should be considered in the design process. This constraint is set during the
organizational strategizing process.
* role and resource type number constraint: this constraint specifies the number of
the role and resource types previously specified that should be considered in the
design process. This constraint is set during the organizational strategizing
process.
* element and resource constraint: this constraint specifies the actual elements and
resources known to the designer that should be considered for mapping to roles
and resource types in phase four of the design process.
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* manager to asset type pool size ratio: this ratio is generated during the
organizational strategizing process and reflects the organization's desire for
decentralization. In general, the higher the ratio, the more the decision-making in
the organization will be decentralized. This ratio is used in the second phase of
the organizational design process to determine the number of managers to
incorporate into the organization.
4.2.2 Phase I: Defining an Asset Type Pool to Execute the Tasks of the
Adopted Goals
Phase I is a process that determines what types of assets, and in what quantity, are
optimal for the execution of the concrete plan associated with the adopted set of goals.
The process determines a task-asset type allocation schedule which determines the
workload of the included asset types.
Phase I provides a level of design abstraction that separates the specification of the
desired organizational asset types from the specific member assets. This allows an
element that is designing an organization to create an abstract conceptual version that can
later be populated with actual elements and resources. The abstract conceptual version of
an organization is a high level organizational design created by using generalizations of
assets instead of actual assets. For example, in the conceptual version, an element
considers an organization which contains mechanical engineers that are described by
average attributes known from either domain knowledge or past experience. This
contrasts to designing an organization by considering particular mechanical engineers,
like Bob, which have specific, known attributes. The abstract conceptual version of the
organization increases the robustness of the organization design methodology by creating
a mechanism whereby specific assets, such as elements and resources, can easily be
interchanged in the case of acute environmental changes and functional failures, without
having to completely redo the organizational design.
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4.2.2.1 Problem Definition
The first phase of the organizational design methodology is, at its core, a scheduling
problem. The concrete plan, or task graph, is taken as an input and specifies the order
that the tasks must be processed in. Each task has an average expected processing time
and a list of service and resource categories that are required for its execution. Each
service and resource category has a value associated with it, which may either be a
recommended value or a required value. Tasks are assigned roles and resource types for
their execution. Roles have a set of service categories and a set of resource categories,
each described by a value. The resource and service category values can either be
recommended or required and serve the purpose of describing the composition of the role
type to an outside observer. These numbers are averages that come from domain
knowledge and allow a role type to be described at a high-level without knowing the
specific attributes of the element that will map to the role. Resource types have a
specified resource category and value.
In the scheduling problem, asset types, which are constrained to only work on one task at
a time, are assigned to tasks until each task's service and resource category requirements
are met. The task-asset type assignments are done in a way that minimizes a weighted
objective function that includes a goal processing time component, an organizational cost
component, and a goal success probability component. Once the task's service and
resource category requirements are met, the task is considered to be viable. At this point
more roles and resources can be assigned to it but only if the marginal benefit is greater
than the marginal cost. Marginal benefit is defined as the weighted expected decrease in
task processing time and increased probability of task success and marginal cost is
defined as the weighted cost of the assigned asset type and the weighted delay in a task's
starting time due to the assignment of the asset type. Key to the assignment process are
the models that are used to calculate expected task processing time and expected
probability of task success.
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4.2.2.1.1 Calculated Expected Processing Time of a Task
A task's calculated expected processing time, as defined in this research, focuses on the
task process in isolation and not on the influence that the environment has on this
process. In other words, the expected task processing time is an idealized time that
assumes a task is being performed in a benign environment. While this assumption limits
the realistic nature of the calculated processing time, it allows an organization designer to
have some metric of processing time to use in the design process, without knowing the
exact conditions under which a task will be executed.
Each task has a fixed average expected processing time that is known from domain
knowledge. This value corresponds to the expected processing time when the task has all
of its asset category value requirements and recommendations met exactly. If a task's
asset category value requirements are not met, the processing time is equal to infinity.
When a task's requirements are met, but the task is under-allocated relative to the
recommendations, the calculated expected processing time is above the average expected
value. Conversely, when a task is over-allocated (i.e. overloaded), the calculated
expected processing time is below the average expected value. The actual processing
time in the simulation environment is modeled using the Weibull distribution. This
distribution is chosen because the processing time is constrained to be greater than zero.
This distribution represents the actual distribution of processing times in the simulated
environment and uses the expected value as one of its parameters. An example of the
two distributions for a task that is overloaded is shown in Figure 4-6.
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Distributions of Task Processing Time:
Calculated Expected Processing Time
V.5 sing Time
0.2
0.15 -.-- Average Distribution
0)
0* -w- Calculated
I. 0. 1 Distribution
0.05
0
0 10 20 30
Actual Simulated Processing Time
Figure 4-6: Two distributions of actual simulated task processing time; the first distribution is
based on average domain information and the second distribution is based on specific asset type
allocation information. The calculated distribution is of a task that is overloaded.
The calculated expected processing time is the key parameter for the Weibull distribution
and is calculated from a task's average expected processing time, the match of the
assignment group's asset category values to a task's asset category value requirements
and recommendations, and a task's processing time elasticity:
keG(i) if keG(i) < 1
R.v R.v
t= whereM,=-
M
_Es= lRij*01 I+u- 1- , otherwise
keG(i)
R.
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where, ti is the calculated expected processing time of task Ti
Tj is the average expected processing time of task Ti
G(i) is the assignment group of task Ti
k is an index of an asset type in G(i)
v is an index of an asset category
rk, is the value of the asset category v in asset type k
Riv is the value of the asset category v in task Ti
ui is the processing time elasticity of task Ti
4.2.2.1.2 Calculated Expected Probability of Success of a Task
Calculated expected probability of success is handled in much the same way as a task's
calculated expected processing time. A task's calculated expected probability of success,
as defined in this research, focuses on the task process in isolation and not on the
influence that the environment has on this process. In other words, the probability of
success is an idealized probability that assumes a task is being performed in a benign
environment. While this assumption limits the realistic nature of the calculated
probability, it allows an organization designer to have some metric of probability to use
in the design process, without knowing the exact conditions under which a task will be
executed.
Each task has a fixed average expected probability of success that is known from domain
knowledge. This value corresponds to the expected probability of success when a task
has all of its asset category value requirements and recommendations met exactly. If a
task's asset category value requirements are not met, the expected probability of succe'ss
is zero. When a task's requirements are met, but the task is under-allocated relative to the
recommendations, the calculated expected probability of success is below the average
expected value. Conversely, when a task is over-allocated (i.e. overloaded), the
calculated expected probability of success is above the average expected value.
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Again, the distribution of simulated task success probabilities is modeled using the
Weibull distribution. The calculated expected probability of success is found using:
kEG(i) if keG(i)
MV Rv Riv'
p, = p 1s ) where M =
L S I 1+ei. 1- , otherwise
kEG(i)
R,
where, pi is the calculated expected success probability of task Ti
pi is the average expected success probability of task Ti
G(i) is the assignment group of task Ti
k is an index of an asset type in G(i)
v is an index of an asset category
rkv is the value of the asset category v in asset type k
Riv is the value of the asset category v in task Ti
ei is the success probability elasticity of task Ti
4.2.2.2 Mathematical Formulation
The scheduling problem of Phase I takes the form:
Assignment Variables:
Wik 1, if asset type ATk is assigned to task TWk= 0, otherwise
Traversing Variables:
1, if asset type ATk is mapped to process task Tj immediately after
xijk= processing task Ti
0, otherwise
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Other Variables:
T = calculated expected goal completion time
C = organizational cost for constituent asset types
Z = calculated expected probability of goal success
si = start time of task Ti
ti = calculated expected processing time of task Ti
pi = calculated expected probability of success of task Ti
Parameters:
=i f0, if task Ti must be completed prior to task Tj being started
Z" 1, otherwise
dij= delay time if an asset type processes task Tj immediately after task Ti
H = goal completion time found using a heuristic (or set to infinity) - the upper
bound on goal completion time
A = number of asset types (indexed using k)
N = number of tasks (indexed using i, j)
S = number of resource and service types that the asset types possess (indexed
using v)
rk, = recommended service or resource category value of asset type ATk. An *
indicates a required minimum resource or service type value
Ri, = recommended service or resource category value for task Ti. An * indicates
a required minimum resource or service type value
Ck = cost of asset type ATk
Ti= average expected processing time of task Ti
ui= processing time elasticity of task Ti
pi = average expected probability of success of task Ti
ei= success probability elasticity of task Ti
To = default task that all asset types begin by processing
Wt = objective function weight for goal completion time
we = objective function weight for cost of organization's asset types
ws = objective function weight for probability of goal success
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The objective function is a weighted minimization of time, cost, and success components
and takes the form:
Objective Function:
J = w, -T +wc -C +w, (1- Z)
Problem:
min J
N
ZXiik -Wk = 0, =1,1..., N; k =,.,Aj=0
N
LXjik -Wik =0, i N;k Aj=0
N N
XiOk = IXOjk
i=O j=0
si - s + Xiik -(d + ZI H ): zL- H - t, i, j=1,..., N;k =1,...,A
A
(forRv *)Lr - W,, >! Ri, *, i=.. N; v =,.,S
k=1
A
(forR,, > 0)J rv -wiv > 0, i =,.,N; v =,.,S
s. - T-t i =1.N;
This form of mixed-binary linear programming problem is proven to be NP-hard and
there are many techniques, both optimal and sub-optimal, for solving it.
4.2.2.3 Algorithm Tree
Figure 4-7 shows an algorithm tree for solving the Phase I scheduling problem. While
the problem can be solved optimally using a dynamic programming version of the
Branch-and-Bound technique, most realistic problems have a large enough state space to
make the problem intractable. Therefore, the sub-optimal, Multidimensional Dynamic
List Scheduling method (MDLS) is implemented using a Weighted Critical Path
algorithm (WCP) for task selection and a modified knapsack structure algorithm for asset
type assignments. Improvements on the MDLS algorithm are made using the Pair-Wise
Exchange algorithm (PWE).
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where,
DP: Dynamic Programming (Branch-an
MDLS: Multidimensional Dynamic Lis
PWE: Pair-Wise Exchange
- and -
d-Bound)
t Scheduling
CP: Critical Path
LA: Level Assignment
WL: Weighted Length
WCP: Weighted Critical Path
=> Imnlemented
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Figure 4-7: Algorithm tree for Phase 1: Conceptual Mapping.
4.2.2.4 Algorithm Descriptions and Implementation
The following sections describe in detail the algorithms implemented for the Phase I
scheduling problem.
4.2.2.4.1 Multidimensional Dynamic List Scheduling Method
The Multidimensional Dynamic List Scheduling method has two main steps; (i) select a
task to be processed via a priority task listing scheme and (ii) select a group of asset types
to be mapped to the selected task via a form of a greedy heuristic for a knapsack
structured problem.
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The presented design methodology uses a modified version of the MDLS method that
takes into account the developed stochastic nature of tasks. The original method can be
found in [31] and the modified version is as follows:
Initialization
let READY be the set of tasks that are ready for processing
let READY = all tasks that have no predecessors
let FREE be the set of asset types that are free for assignment
let FREE = all asset types
Step 1: Completion Time Update (skipped during initialization stage)
pick the minimum finishing time of all tasks currently being processed
let FG be the group of tasks that are completed at this time
add all the asset types that were assigned to the group FG to FREE
for each task Ti in FG
for each task Tj that is a successor of Task Ti
if task Tj is the last predecessor of Task Tj
add task Tj to READY
end if
end for
end for
Step 2: Assignment Check
if there is not one task in READY that can meet its service and resource category
requirements with the assets in FREE
GO TO Step 1
end if
Step 3: Task Selection
if READY is empty
GO TO Step 1
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end if
select the task with the largest weighted critical path (see Section 4.2.2.4.2)
create a new job based on the selected task and set this job to be the current job
Step 4: Asset Type Group Selection
value the asset types according the modified greedy knapsack structured algorithm
(see Section 4.2.2.4.3)
do until all the task's service and resource category value requirements are met
select the asset type in FREE with the highest value
remove the selected asset type from FREE
add the selected asset type to the current job's assignment group
end do
do until the maximum value of the asset types in FREE is negative
select the asset types in FREE with the highest value
if all the task's service and resource category value requirements and
recommendations are met
check to see if adding the selected asset to the task's assignment group would
necessarily cause delays to any other tasks in READY or to any tasks that will
be in READY by the time the currently selected task is done being processed
if no delays are caused
remove the selected asset type from FREE
add the selected asset type to the current job's assignment group
end if
end if
end do
Step 5: Asset Type Group Pruning
for all asset types in the assignment group with negative values
if removing the asset type from the assignment group does not violate the task's
service and resource category value requirements
remove the asset type from the assignment group
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add the asset type to FREE
end if
end for
Step 6: Group Assignment
set the current job's start time to the current finish time selected in Step 1
for all asset types in the assignment group
if the asset type's time of availability (as determined by the last task the asset type
processed) is greater than the current job's start time
set the current job's start time to the asset type's time of availability
end if
end for
update the job's calculated expected processing time (see Section 4.2.2.1.1)
update the job's expected probability of success (see Section 4.2.2.1.2)
add the task to the set of tasks currently being processed
if there are still tasks remaining to be allocated
GO TO Step 3
end if
TERMINATE
4.2.2.4.2 Weighted Critical Path Algorithm
The idea behind using a version of the Critical Path algorithm for task selection is that
tasks on the critical path determine the shortest possible execution time for the entire
goal. It is therefore reasonable to use this criterion in a greedy heuristic for task
selection. The Weighted Critical Path algorithm enhances the Critical Path algorithm by
taking into account the structure of sub-trees in the task's neighborhood of the task graph.
By favoring tasks with a large number of direct successors, the algorithm increases the
number of tasks ready for processing at a given time and therefore increases the load
balancing efficiency.
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The critical paths of the tasks are found using the Label Correcting algorithm [7]. Once
these values are obtained, the weighted critical paths of the tasks are calculated according
to:
ZCL(j)
WCP(i) = CL(i) + max CL(j) + j-EO(T(i)
jEOUT(i) max CL(j)
jEOUT(i)
where CL(i), is the length of the critical path of task Ti,
the second term, is the maximum critical path of task Ti's successors,
the third term, is a sum of the lengths of the successors of task Ti normalized by
the maximum length
The task with the largest weighted critical path is chosen for allocation.
4.2.2.4.3 Modified Greedy Knapsack Structured Algorithm
Knapsack structured problems are generally characterized by a container with a finite
amount of space and a set of objects, each taking up a defined amount of space and
yielding a defined benefit, when placed in the container. An actor's objective is to
generate the most benefit by selecting which objects to place in a container. Other
researchers have treated tasks as containers with finite boundaries and assets as objects
taking up space and yielding value, and used knapsack structure greedy heuristics to find
the asset assignment groups [31]. Using a strict knapsack problem approach, assets are
assigned until the task's asset category requirements are met. This research approaches
tasks as stochastic events that do not have such well defined requirement boundaries.
While tasks may have a defined minimum set of asset category requirements, adding
additional asset types beyond these minimums yields marginally decreasing benefits in
the form of increased expected probability of success and decreased expected task
processing time. This formulation is characterized by flexible boundaries, which makes
the stopping condition, when no more asset types should be added to a task, less absolute.
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In this research, an asset type's benefit relative to a task is evaluated by assessing its
contribution to the asset category requirements, as measured through its weighted
marginal benefit to the task's expected probability of success, and processing time. The
weighted cost of using the asset type and the weighted delay in the task's start time
caused by the asset type's assignment are then subtracted from the benefit relative to the
task, yielding the assets type's value relative to the task. The value calculated is of the
form:
V(k) = wt. vN +w, -v -wc -(c)-w, -d
where k is the asset type
wt, ws, we are the time, success, and cost weights, respectively
vAt is a measure of the marginal improvement in expected task processing time
v&s is a measure of the marginal improvement in expected probability of task
success
c is the cost of the asset type
d is the delay in the task start time caused if asset type k is allocated to the task
Asset types are subsequently added to an assignment group in decreasing order of this
value. As long as a task is in the "not viable" state, asset types are added in sequential
order regardless of how low their calculated values are. However, once a task transitions
into the "viable" state, asset types are only added if their calculated values are positive. If
a task then transitions to the "overloaded" state, asset types are only added if their
calculated values are positive and if adding them to the current task does not necessarily
induce delays in other tasks currently available for processing or in other tasks that will
become available for processing prior to the current task's completion.
4.2.2.4.4 Pair-Wise Exchange Algorithm
The MDLS algorithm is sub-optimal. In order to improve upon the generated solution,
the Pair-Wise Exchange algorithm is employed, whereby all possible task allocation
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sequences obtained by exchanging a task in the current allocation sequence with some
other task, are considered. An exchange of tasks Ti and Tj in a sequence is defined as
feasible if all of the tasks that succeed T come after Tj in the sequence, and all of the
tasks that precede Tj come before Ti in the sequence. The exchange algorithm is as
follows:
Step 1:
for i = 1 to the number of tasks in the sequence generated by MIDLS
select the task, Ti
for j = i+ I to the number of tasks in the sequence generated by MDLS
select the task Tj
check to see if permuting Ti and Tj is feasible and results in a better MDLS
solution
if the result is better than the original MDLS solution
permute the tasks
end if
end for
end for
TERMINATE
4.2.3 Phase II: Adding Management and Clustering
Phase II is a process that determines how the asset type pool specified in Phase I should
be broken up into clusters and assigned to manager type roles. The process of clustering
the asset types, which together are responsible for external goal task execution, around
managers, which are responsible for organizational coordination, begins the process of
defining the organization's structure.
4.2.3.1 Problem Definition
The scheduling problem of Phase I produces an asset type pool that provides services,
resources, and capabilities to execute a set of tasks derived from a set of goals adopted by
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an organization being designed. This pool represents the segment of an organization that
is geared towards external operations, in the form of task execution of external goals.
The next step is to define the segment of an organization that is geared towards
operations internal to the organization, such as information coordination. The number of
managers used in this phase is determined by the managers to asset type pool size ratio,
which is selected during the organizational strategizing process. This ratio reflects a
high-level desire to design an organization that is congruent with environmental
parameters by specifying a relative management pool size that is appropriate for the
adopted goals and the environmental conditions. Once the number of manager roles has
been established, the problem is to determine which asset types should be clustered
together and how the manager roles should be mapped to the clusters.
A manager role is characterized by two primary attributes; internal and external
coordination. Internal coordination is defined as the coordination between a manager and
the asset types in its charge. External coordination is defined as the coordination between
managers who share responsibility over a set of tasks. When an asset type is allocated to
a manager role, that role assumes responsibility for the execution of all tasks that the
asset type is assigned to. If two asset types, both assigned to the same task, are assigned
to different managers, then a need for the managers to engage in external coordination
over the execution of the task is created.
4.2.3.2 Mathematical Formulation
The clustering problem of Phase II takes the form:
Assignment Variables:
f 1, if asset type ATk is allocated to manager Md
qdk = 0, otherwise
Other Variables:
= {1, if manager Md and manager Mf coordinate over task Tidf 0, otherwise
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1, if manager Md is in charge of task Ti (3AT Iq, =1, Wlk = )
Ui 0, otherwise ,1.=,wi )
A
Id= internal coordination of manager Md = qd
N
Ddf = direct coordination between manager Md and manager Mf = U,-
R
Ed = external coordination of manager Md = Ddf
d*f
Wd = coordination workload of manager Md= w -Id + w, -Ed
Parameters:
R = number of managers (indexed using d)
bd = maximum weighted coordination allowed by manager Md
nd = maximum simultaneous weighted coordination allowed by manager Md
wi= objective function weight for internal coordination
we = objective function weight for external coordination
There are many different objective functions that can be used and the one selected is to
minimize the maximum weighted coordination workload across all managers. The
problem then takes the form:
Objective Function:
J = max Wd
Problem:
min J
R
L qd= =1, k =,.,A
d=1
yd, Wi qdk, d, f =,.,R; i =,., N; k =,., A
ydfi wk qk, d, f =1,...,R; i=1,..., N; k =1,..., A
A R N
J w -L q +we - Z E y,,, f =1,...,R
k=1 d=1,d~f i=1
q, Ydfi E {0,1}
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This form of binary programming problem is proven to be NP - hard. There are optimal
techniques for solving this type of problem as well as several sub-optimal heuristic
clustering algorithms that are specifically tailored to this problem.
4.2.3.3 Algorithm Tree
Figure 4-8 shows an algorithm tree for the clustering problem. Because the problem is a
binary programming problem, it can be solved optimally using the Branch-and-Bound
technique. However, in most realistic scenarios, the state space suffers the "curse of
dimensionality", and using this optimal technique becomes computationally prohibitive.
Therefore, the sub-optimal method of Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering, using a
Best-Merge algorithm for merge selections, was implemented.
Fill and Cluster Stibchiie Members
where,
BB: Branch-and-Bound
HC: Hierarchical Clustering
MDC: Min-Dissimilarity Clustering
BMC: Best-Merge Clustering
=> Implemented
Figure 4-8: Algorithm tree for Phase II: Fill and Cluster.
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4.2.3.4 Algorithm Descriptions and Implementation
The following sections describe in detail the Hierarchical Cluster Merging algorithm,
used for dividing up the asset type pool of Phase I into sub-groups, and the Best-Merge
Clustering algorithm, used to prioritize the cluster merges in the Hierarchical Clustering
algorithm.
4.2.3.4.1 Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm
The Hierarchical Clustering algorithm uses agglomerative clustering, where each asset
type is initially placed in an individual cluster. Clusters are then sequentially merged to
form a set of joint groups, thereby decreasing the number of clusters as the process goes
forward. The research presented extends the algorithm and includes a mapping of the
final clusters to management roles. The original algorithm is described in detail in [32]
and the extended version is as follows:
Initialization:
assign all asset types in the asset type pool of phase I into a distinct cluster
assign each cluster a signature vector Ge = [ui, ... , UCN], where ucd is as defined in
Section 4.2.3.2, except that it is a cluster-task mapping instead of a manager-task
mapping
set the number of managers using the manager to asset type pool size ratio defined in
Section 4.2.1
Ste p 1:
choose two cluster to merge (see Section 4.2.3.4.2)
combine the two clusters into a single cluster
update the joint cluster's signature vector
update the joint cluster's direct, internal, and external coordination
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Step 2:
if the number of clusters is greater than the number of managers
GO TO Step 1
end if
Step 3:
do until all clusters are assigned to a manager
select the cluster with the highest coordination workload
assign the cluster to a manager role with the smallest maximum coordination
constraint that is greater than the clusters coordination workload
end do
4.2.3.4.2 Best-Merge Clustering Algorithm
The Best-Merge Clustering algorithm examines the merging of all possible combinations
of clusters and calculates the resultant maximum coordination workloads for each
possible merging. It then selects the merge that results in the smallest maximum
coordination workload.
4.2.4 Phase III: Creating the Organization's Structure
When organizations have distributed responsibility and decision-making, it is vital that
there be an unambiguous chain of command. While peer-to-peer negotiation or other
resolution schemes, such as voting, can be used as methods to resolve disputes, they are
highly inefficient. Interesting studies have been conducted on group communication
behavior in the absence of constraints:
"...small groups within a team that are allowed unlimited choice of communication
channels tend to centralize their communication flows into hierarchical structure, thus
supporting the claim that informal organizations will naturally evolve into a
hierarchical structure" [32]
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This propensity towards hierarchical structure is explained by the gains realized in
decision-making efficiency over time. Therefore, the optimal configuration is to allow
consensus relationships, for the times when group decision-making is decided to be worth
the efficiency trade-off, while providing a strict hierarchy that can override these
relationships when decisions need to be made in a time critical fashion.
Phase HI specifies a communication structure between managers and creates a control
hierarchy in the form of a tree spanning the manager roles developed in Phase I. The
control hierarchy dictates how the information in the communication network flows. The
hierarchical structure is uniquely determined by the selection of a root node
corresponding to the organization's leader. The design of the hierarchy and the selection
of the root node are dependent on the optimization objective. Optimization objectives
examined include: (i) minimization of overall additional coordination imposed by the tree
structure in the organizational hierarchy tree, (ii) minimization of the maximal manager
role workload, and (iii) maximization of the aggregated coordination from the
coordination links included in the organizational hierarchy tree. Root node selection
rules examined include: (i) minimum tree depth, (ii) manager role with minimum
workload, and (iii) manager role with maximum coordination.
While Phase HI specifies the decision hierarchy amongst manager roles, it does not
specify the relationships between the roles in each manager's role cluster. This is left to
each manager's discretion and can be adjusted during run-time. For example, a manager
may choose to let his subordinates negotiate and communicate amongst themselves when
time is not a critical issue and may choose to constrain his subordinates to only
communicate with himself during critical mission execution.
4.2.4.1 Problem Definition
The clustering and management role assignments of Phase H generates an information
flow network between managers, as they communicate to coordinate their subordinates'
actions during shared tasks' execution. This communication network is unconstrained.
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Phase II takes this network and transforms it into a hierarchical structure by optimizing
relative to a pre-selected optimization criteria and root node selection rule.
4.2.4.2 Algorithm Tree
Figure 4-9 shows three different problem formulations that can be used to approach
Phase III. Each problem formulation has a different objective used to judge optimality,
and correspondingly different algorithms for solving it. While all three problem
formulations were explored, the problem of maximizing the aggregate coordination of the
links in the hierarchy tree was selected. The Max-In algorithm was implemented to
optimize relative to the selected problem formulation. In order to uniquely specify the
hierarchical structure of the tree, the Minimum Depth Tree Node Selection criteria was
implemented.
where,
GH: Gomory-Hu (optimal)
BB: Branch-and-Bound (optimal)
MI: Max-In (optimal)
MTD: Minimum Tree Depth
MW: Minimum Workload
MC: Maximum Coordination
*=> Implemented
Figure 4-9: Algorithm tree for Phase III: Structure.
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4.2.4.3 Mathematical Formulation
The problem of maximizing the aggregate coordination of the links in the hierarchy tree
is formulated as a minimization problem as follows:
Variables:
E(T) = edges in the hierarchy tree
Ddf as defined in Section 4.2.3.2
Dmax = max D,(ij)EE(T)
Objective Function:
J= EDn 
-DY
(ij)EE(T)
Problem:
min J
4.2.4.4 Max-In Algorithm
The Max-In algorithm maximizes communication utilization by including the most
heavily weighted coordination links between managers. The algorithm is as follows:
Initialization:
start with an empty tree, i.e. E(T) = 0
Step 1:
select an edge, e, from the coordination network with maximum coordination that
does not create cycles in the network
Step 2:
if ties occur
select the coordination link connected to the manager role with minimal
coordination workload (Wd as defined in Section 4.2.3.2)
end if
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add e to E(T)
Step 3:
if the size of E(T) is less than the number of manager roles minus one
GO TO Step 1
end if
TERMINATE
4.2.4.5 Minimum Depth Tree Root Node Selection
The Max-In algorithm of Section 4.2.4.4 generates a tree through the manager roles of
the organization. In order to uniquely determine the hierarchical structure, a root node
must be selected to be at the top of the hierarchy. The node that will generate a tree with
the minimum depth is selected to reflect the desire to minimize the average decision
cycles in the organization.
4.2.5 Phase IV: Establishing Membership
At the end of Phase III, the designer has produced a complete abstract conceptual
organization. The designed organization is abstract because it only defines its constituent
parts at a general level. In order for the designed organization to be considered concrete,
the roles and resource types defined in Phases I and II must be mapped to actual elements
and resources in the autonomous distributed operations environment. It is critical to point
out that the designer may or may not have control authority over the elements and
resources that it chooses to map into the designed organization. The process of mapping
roles and resource types to elements and resources merely delineates what the designer
would like to have in the organization. After the design process is complete, negotiations
with the desired elements and owners of the desired resources can lead to organization
adoption, thereby transitioning the organization from a conceptual state to a functional
state. If the desired assets do not adopt the organization, Phase IV can be re-executed
with tighter constraints. The negotiation and organization adoption process is beyond the
scope of this thesis but is central to autonomous distribution operations.
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4.2.5.1 Problem Definition
Phases I and II specify an asset type group that constitutes the abstract membership of an
organization. In order to make an organization concrete, the abstract members must be
mapped to specific elements and roles. In order to be eligible for mapping to an asset
type, an asset must meet two conditions: (i) it must have an asset category value array
that is component-wise greater than or equal to the required asset category value array of
the asset type and (ii) for each of the asset type's category values that is greater than zero,
the asset's corresponding asset category value must also be greater than zero. The benefit
of a particular asset type to asset mapping is defined as the sum of the component-wise
ratios of the asset's asset category values to the asset type's asset category values. The
cost of a particular asset type to asset mapping is the cost of the asset, g. The problem is
to maximize the sum of the net benefit over all the asset type to asset mappings.
Formulated as a minimization, the problem become to minimize the net cost over all the
asset type to asset mappings.
4.2.5.2 Mathematical Formulation
Assignment Variables:
= 1, if asset type ATb is mapped to asset Ac
= 0, otherwise
Other Variables:
B = number of assets (indexed using c)
Q = number of asset types (both from Phases I and II) (index using b)
Q B S K
V = I: E E hbc .-
b=1 c=1 v=l,rb,*O rbv
Q B
G= YI(gc hc
b=1 c=1
Parameters:
g= cost of asset Ac
rb, = service or resource category value SRC, of asset type ATb. An * indicates a
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required minimum resource or service type value
Key = service or resource category value SRC, of asset Ac
Wg = objective function weight for asset costs = w, (we as defined in Section
4.2.2.2)
wV = objective function weight for the asset type to asset mappings = (wt + w,)/2
(wt and ws as defined in Section 4.2.2.2)
Objective Function:
J =wg -G-w,-V
Problem:
min J
B
c=I
A
L =hb 1, b=1,...,Q
b=1
(for r,*) hbc - (Kc, >! r , b =I,.., A; c =I,..,Q;v =V ..
(for r, > 0) hbc -(K, > 0), b = I,.., A; c = I,.., Q; v =,.S
hbc E {0,1}
This form of binary programming problem is similar in structure to the problems of
Phases I and H and is proven to be NP - hard. There are optimal as well as sub-optimal
techniques for solving this type of problem, including a sub-optimal assignment heuristic
specifically developed in this research effort.
4.2.5.3 Algorithm Tree
Figure 4-10 shows an algorithm tree for the membership problem. Because the problem
is a binary programming problem, it can be solved optimally using the Branch-and-
Bound algorithm. However, in most realistic scenarios, the state space suffers the "curse
of dimensionality", and using this optimal technique becomes computationally
prohibitive. Therefore, a sub-optimal algorithm, termed the Multidimensional Dynamic
Pairing algorithm (MDP), is presented to solve the asset type to asset mapping problem.
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Phase f Phase 111 Phase IV
Cwnceptual Mappin Fill and Cluster SMembership
where,
BB: Branch-and-Bound
MDP: Multidimensional Dynamic Pairing
MR: Maximum Requirement
MB: Maximum Benefit and -
VP=> Implemented
Figure 4-10: Algorithm tree for Phase IV: Membership.
The MDP algorithm uses the Maximum Requirement algorithm (MR) to select the asset
type to be allocated, and then uses the Maximum Benefit algorithm (MB) to determine
the best mapping to an asset.
4.2.5.4 Algorithm Descriptions and Implementation
The following sections present detailed descriptions of the algorithms used in the
membership problem.
4.2.5.4.1 Multidimensional Dynamic Pairing Algorithm
The MDP algorithm is similar in structure to the MDLS algorithm described in Section
4.2.2.4.1. The algorithm has two steps: (i) select an asset type to be allocated via a
greedy prioritization scheme and (ii) select an asset mapping which yields the greatest net
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A
benefit. The implemented version uses the Maximum Requirement algorithm for the first
step and the Maximum Benefit algorithm for the second step.
4.2.5.4.2 Maximum Requirement Algorithm
The MR algorithm prioritizes the asset types in the organization according to a measure
of total service and resource category requirement. The metric of requirement is defined
as follows:
R(b)= r J+w={I1jrj 01
where, the first term is the total of all asset category values required and recommended
for asset type ATb
the second term is the total number of asset categories required and recommended
for asset type ATb
The algorithm then selects the asset type with the highest R(b) value to be allocated. The
logic behind the MR algorithm is to define an asset type's "neediness" both in terms of
total value required as well as breadth of service and resource category required. Once an
asset types' neediness has been defined, it makes sense to pick the most needy asset types
first for allocation in order to ensure that they get the best selection of assets.
4.2.5.4.3 Maximum Benefit Algorithm
The MB algorithm calculates the net benefit generated from mapping each eligible asset
to the asset type previously selected for allocation. The measure of benefit is defined as
follows:
N (b,c)=w S " ,.
v=h,re>0 vCV
where, all variables defined as in Section 4.2.5.2
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The algorithm then selects the asset with the largest N(b,c) value to be mapped to the
previously selected asset type. The logic behind the MB algorithm is that since the
selected asset type was deemed to have the highest priority, the most cost-effective asset
with the largest benefit should be allocated to it.
4.3 Evaluation
An organization produced from the described four-phased design approach is near
optimal relative to the goal given as input. This goal can be a singular goal or can be a
concatenation of goals as described in Section 4.1.2.3. The idea behind designing for a
concatenated goal is to ensure that an organization has the required capabilities, services,
and resources to address all of the tasks that may come up when a goal from the set of
goals adopted by the organization is presented. This ability to address all the possible
tasks in the organization's adopted goal space makes an organization robust. The
tradeoff is that by designing to optimize over all the goals in the goal space, the
organization is sub-optimally designed for each goal in the goal space. While this thesis
focuses on the design of robust organizations, the methodology presented allows the
designing element to also consider other organizations optimized relative to a subset of
the adopted goals.
4.3.1 Design-time Evaluation
At design-time an organization designed for a specific goal is considered "optimal" for
the goal, assuming that all organizations are designed using identical environmental
design premises. Extending this, if the environmental design premises used during the
design process are congruent with the actual environmental parameters, then the
organization is optimal and congruent. However, it is impossible to know for sure at
design-time that the environmental design premises used are congruent.
At design-time, any organization designed for a set of goals can evaluate its "optimality"
relative to a specific goal measured by comparing its value of a selected objective
function with that of the "optimal" organization's. The objective function is chosen by
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the designer to reflect desired attributes. One possible function is the one presented in
Section 4.2.2.2, J = w, -T + w -C + w -(1- Z). The "optimality" function takes the form:
)T(O, G) = 1-OOG#!(O*)
0(0)
where, n(O,G) is the "optimality" of organization 0 relative to goal G. The smaller the
value, the more optimal the organization is relative to goal G
$ is the objective function selected. The function must be a minimization
OG* is the organization that was designed to be optimal for goal G
The organization designer may choose to set thresholds of acceptable optimality for each
goal within the adopted goal space. If, after the organization is designed, the optimality
of the organization for any specific goal in the goal space is found to be below the
specified threshold, the designer may wish to consider other design alternatives, or plan
to orchestrate an organizational permutation when that particular goal presents itself. The
two plots in Figure 4-11 show two organizations and their "optimality" relative to three
goals, G1, G2, and GiuG2.
Organization A Gi Organization B Gi
GiuG2  G2 GiuG2  G2
Figure 4-11: Organizations A and B with their "optimality" relative to three goals, G1, G2, and
GluG2. Both A and B are designed to optimize across all three goals. The plots are star plots,
where the radii correspond to different goals and the values along the radii are the "optimality"
values. The * in the center corresponds to the optimal value of 0 obtained by the organizations
designed for one specific goal. The red dashed lines are the thresholds set for each goal and a red
dashed circle indicates a violation of a threshold.
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4.3.2 Run-time Evaluation
The design-time evaluation of an organization's optimality is done in a static
environment. Environmental parameters are only known as expected values. During
run-time, an organization is subjected to the true environmental parameters, which may
or may not match the parameters used at design-time. If the parameters used at design-
time are congruent with the actual environmental parameters, the organization ought to
perform well in an average sense. However, at any given moment, an event may occur in
the environment, such as a vehicle being destroyed, that forces an organization away
from its expected situation. For this reason, organizations must monitor their
performance during run-time in order to make informed decisions about adjustment
actions. For example, if an element loses contact with its organization, the element's
manager must recognize this and evaluate the impact. The organization can then make an
adjustment decision, such as to seek a new element to map to the lost element's role.
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Chapter 5
Results
This chapter presents results obtained by applying the organizational design methodology
of Chapter 4 to multiple goals given different scenarios. Comparisons along multiple
dimensions are made between organizations designed to be optimal relative to one
specific goal and organizations designed to be optimal relative to a concatenation of
multiple goals. In addition, the steps of the organizational design process are illustrated
in detail for a particular goal.
5.1 Goals and Scenarios Used
Simulations of organizational design were run relative to four different goals: GI, G2, Gi
u G2, and a goal consisting of a concatenation of goals GI, G2, and Gi u G2. The
goals, and the tasks that make them up, are described in detail in Appendix B. Their
general form and an illustration of how the concatenated goal was created are shown in
Figure 5-1. The concatenation reflects expected frequencies of goals G1, G2, and GI u
G2 of 25%, 50%, and 25%, respectively.
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G1: 25% G2: 50% G 1 uG2 :25%
4,
Goal Concatenation
GC=G 1 - G2-4 G2 4 GuG2
Resulting Concatenated Goal
0=
Figure 5-1: Goals G1, G2, G1 u G2, and their concatenation into goal GC. E is the resultant task
graph.
In order to explore organization designs for different goals in different circumstance, four
distinct scenarios were created. Each scenario represents a generic situational context
that is typically encountered in the domain of Military Operations in Urban Terrain. The
scenarios are characterized along the dimensions of: (i) hostility, (ii) size and diversity of
the asset pool constraints, (iii) relative weights of goal completion time, organization
cost, and goal success probability, and (iv) the asset type and asset cost structure. A
high-level characterization of the scenarios is shown in Table 5-1 and a detailed
description of the associated parameters is given in Appendix B.
Table 5-1: Attributes of the four scenarios used in the organizational design simulation.
High Limited
High Limited
Low Limited
High Expanded
baiancea manaom
Cost Weight Dominates Random
Balanced Random
Balanced Commensurate
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5.2 Organizations Optimized for Different Goals
Using Scenario I, "optimal" organizations were designed relative to each of the four goals
described in Section 5.1. The processing time of the design methodology was recorded
and broken down by phase for each organization. Additionally, important outputs of
each phase were recorded. For Phase I, the outputs recorded include the estimated goal
processing time, the estimated organization cost, and the estimated goal success
probability. The output recorded for Phase II is the maximum weighted coordination
over all of the manager roles, while for Phase III, it is the sum of the coordination values
of the links included in the hierarchy tree. Phase IV recorded outputs are the more
refined estimates of goal processing time, organization cost, and goal success probability.
The estimates produced by Phase IV are considered to be more refined than those
produced by Phase I because they are based on the resources, services, and capabilities of
actual assets instead of high-level abstractions of roles and resource types. The results of
the simulations are shown in Table 5-2.
Table 5-2: Processing times and major outputs of organizational design when applied to different goals. GTime
is the estimated goal completion time, OrgCost is the estimated cost of the organization, GSuccess is the
estimated goal success probability, MaxCoord is the maximum coordination of all the managers, and TotalIn is
the sum of the coordination value of all the edges in the hierarchy tree.
~Des~r PKoksing 6* (sec) e FPas IIPhseI
0.2433 0.0638 0.1439 0.0015 0.0299 9 137 0.8868 60 12 6 451 0.8946
0.6313 0.0626 0.5218 0.0016 0.0453 21 175 0.6858 106 18 13 555 0.6568
0.9953 0.2189 0.7295 0.0031 0.0438 24 205 0.6058 99 20 19 580 0.5848
Q 1.717 0.814 0.8498 0.0047 0.0485 73 205 0.2526 157 35 51 580 0.2255
For goals G1, G2, and GI u G2, the processing time of the design methodology is
dominated by Phase II, where the asset types selected in Phase I are clustered and
mapped to manager roles. For goal GC, the processing time is almost evenly split
between Phases I and II. This increase in processing time for Phase I going from goal G1
to goal GC is explained by the fact that the number of tasks increases from 5 to 19, while
the breadth of task types, which influences the size of the asset type pool and hence the
number of managers, increases at a much slower rate. The number of managers directly
effects the operation of the clustering algorithms and hence the slower increase in the,
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number of managers results in a relatively slower increase in processing time for Phase
II.
The disparity between the estimates of goal processing time, organization cost, and goal
success probability generated by the first and fourth phases, reflects the issue of diversity
in the asset type and asset pools specified as constraints for the design process. If the
asset pool is limited in diversity relative to the asset type pool, assets may be assigned to
asset types in a sub-optimal fashion because an asset that closely matches the
requirements of the selected asset type is not available. The results in Table 5-2 indicate
that the asset pool was too limited in its diversity and hence assets types were allocated
that had more resources and services than were called for. While this generally produced
improvements in goal processing time and goal success probability, it did so at the
expense of increased organization cost.
5.3 An Organization Optimized for the Concatenated Goal
An organization designed to be optimal relative to a concatenated goal is said to be robust
because it is guaranteed to have the necessary resources, capabilities, and services to
handle any of the goals that it may encounter. The trade-off for the organization's
robustness is that it is sub-optimally designed relative to each specific goal. The design
of an organization for goal GC was simulated and comparisons were made to
organizations designed for goals G1, G2, and G1 u G2. All of the designs were done
using Scenario IV. In addition, the organization's sensitivity to the weight of
organization cost was explored using Scenario I.
5.3.1 Comparison to Organizations Optimized for One Specific Goal
The organization designed for goal GC was compared to organizations designed
specifically for goals G1, G2, and G1 u G2, using the primary outputs of Phase IV, as
described in Section 5.2. The metrics used for comparison include the refined estimates
of goal processing time, organization cost, and goal success probability, and the results
are shown in Table 5-3.
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Table 5-3: Refined estimates of goal processing time, organization cost, and goal success
probability for organizations designed specifically for G1, G2, G1 u G2, and GC.
Time GI GfllG2 GC ?I
13 1
- -
19-
6 13 21 53
Probability G2 Gi G2 G1iU %<W GQ
S09- -.733 - -
0.937 07033 - -
Or(GU2) - - 0.5838 -
.OrgO 0.8976 0.6980 0.4762 0.2082
Cost NG1, ~iMG2 -G G2OFliii~l
-3281--
- - 3883-
OrgCQ .' 1012 1012 1012 4049
The organizational design processes were carried out using Scenario IV, which is
characterized by a dominant organization cost weight. The cost weight strongly affects
the design of an organization for a concatenated goal, by creating a preference for either
optimal asset selection or versatile asset selection. If the cost weight is low, an
organization will select assets that are optimally matched to each of its constituent goals,
at the expense of high cost. If the cost weight is high, an organization designed for a
concatenated goal will sacrifice performance over its constituent goals in exchange for
minimizing the cost of its member assets. This is achieved by selecting assets that are
able to participate in the execution of multiple goals, thereby minimizing the cost of the
organization at the expense of processing time and success probability. The effect of the
high cost weight of Scenario IV is seen in Table 5-3, as the organization designed for
goal GC sacrifices goal performance in order to minimize cost. The effect is particularly
pronounced for the case where Org(GC) and Org(G1 u G2) are compared relative to goal
G1 u G2. In this case, Org(GC) shows an increase of 2 in goal processing time, a
decrease of roughly 10.5 percentage points in goal success probability, and a decrease of
2800 in cost, relative to Org(G1 u G2).
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5.3.2 Sensitivity to the Cost Weight
In order to explore the effect of the cost weight on the design of an organization for goal
GC, a sensitivity analysis was performed. The analysis was conducted using Scenario I
as the base case and varying the cost weight from 0 to 200, by increments of 10, while
holding all other weights and parameters constant. A subset of the results is shown in
Table 5-4.
Table 5-4: Processing times and major outputs of organizational design for goal GC, using scenario I as a base
case and varying the cost weight. GTime is the estimated goal completion time, OrgCost is the estimated cost of
the organization, GSuccess is the estimated goal success probability, MaxCoord is the maximum coordination of
all the managers, and Totalln is the sum of the weighted coordination of all the edges in the hierarchy tree.
3.642 1.4656 2.0406 0 0.1358 59 274 0.273 388 72 51 1186 0.2771
3.1575 1.0201 2.0093 0 0.1265 59 274 0.2574 334 72 52 1186 0.2547
1.8404 095 0.9079 0 0.1014 73 205 0.2526 157 35 54 1061 0.2223
1.4326 1734 0.2001 0 0.056 70 145 0.2403 93 20 57 881 0.2189
1.2936 1.2077 0.0531 0 0.0328 75 109 0.2368 58 11 57 681 0.2194
Table 5-4 clearly shows the effect that the cost weight has on an organization's design.
As the weight increases from 0 to 200, the refined estimate of the goal processing time
can be seen to increase, while the refined estimates of the organization cost and goal
success probability decrease. This trend indicates an organization's increasing
willingness to sacrifice performance for cost.
Another observed trend is that as the cost weight increases, the total processing time of
the organizational design methodology generally decreases. Most of the gains in
processing time come from Phase II, while the processing time of Phase I remains
relatively unaffected. The processing time of Phase I is relatively insensitive to the cost
weight because the size of the search space of available asset types is the primary
determining factor of the phase's processing time and the search space is unaffected by
changes in the cost weight. The processing time of Phase II is relatively sensitive to the
cost weight because the number of asset types allocated to the organization is the primary
determining factor of the phase's processing time, and the number of asset types allocated
is affected by changes in the cost weight. The total design processing time and the
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processing times of each constituent phase are shown graphically in Figure 5-2 as a
function of the cost weight.
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Figure 5-2: Processing times of organizational design for goal GC, using Scenario I.
5.4 Design of an Organization Optimized for Goal GI
The following presents a detailed example of a design of an organization optimized for
goal Gi. The organization is initially designed using Scenario I, and then permutations
are explored under Scenarios II and IIH.
5.4.1 Scenario I
The first step in the process of designing an organization for goal G1 is to establish a pool
of asset types that are to execute the tasks that make up the goal. This step results in an
asset type to task mapping. The task mappings are shown in a cluster aggregated form in
Figure 5-3(a), and the asset types associated with each cluster can be seen in Figure 5-4.
The cluster aggregation shown in Figure 5-3(a) is the second step of the design process
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C3 -------------- C4
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Figure 5-3: Organizational design steps for goal Gi using Scenario I - (a) Coordination network
generated in Phase II of the developed organizational design methodology. Each node is a cluster of
asset types. Each cluster has a set of tasks that it executes, an internal coordination (IC) equal to
the number its member asset types, and an external coordination (EC) equal to the sum of all
coordination links to other clusters generated by shared tasks; (b) Tree generated in Phase III from
the coordination network. The numbers 1- are the sequentially added edges of the tree and .5 is the
node selected as the leader; (c) Hierarchy created by pulling the leader to the top and letting the
nodes dangle. RT4 is a manager role that is mapped to the clusters.
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and generates a coordination network. The coordination network specifies which tasks
each cluster is responsible for, how many tasks are coordinated over between each pair of
clusters, and the total internal and external coordination workload of each cluster. Each
cluster is then mapped to a manager role. The third step is to establish a hierarchy
between the manager roles. This is done by selecting the edges in the coordination
network with the highest amount of coordination, given the constraint that no cycles are
allowed in the generated tree. The sequential choice of the four edges, along with the
selection of the organization leader (choice 5) is shown in Figure 5-3(b). The hierarchy is
then created by pulling the leader to the top and allowing the tree composed of the
selected edges to dangle, as shown in Figure 5-3(c).
Next, the hierarchy tree of Figure 5-3(c) is expanded out to show the asset types that are
managed by the managers. This expansion is shown in Figure 5-4 and represents a fully
specified abstract conceptual organization. The last step of the organization design
process is to make the organization concrete conceptual, by mapping all the asset types to
specific assets. The result of the asset type to asset mapping is shown in Figure 5-5.
RTO RTO #RT4- 4
irF4 rT4. r 0 T2' W 1rDrT6 T iU
RT1
Figure 5-4: Abstract conceptual organization designed for goal G1, using Scenario I. RT's are roles
and rT's are resource types. The attributes of the roles and resource types are described in
Appendix B.
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Figure 5-5: Concrete conceptual organization designed for goal G1, using Scenario I. E's are
elements and r's are resources. The attributes of the elements and resources are described in
Appendix B.
5.4.2 Scenario II: Effect of an Increase in the Cost Weight
If the organizational design context is described by Scenario II as opposed to Scenario I,
the organization cost weight dominates those of goal processing time and goal success
probability. This increased sensitivity to cost causes the organization to allocate fewer
asset types to the tasks, which in turn leads to the need for fewer managers. In the case of
goal G1, the allocated asset types are shown in Figure 5-6 and the mapping of asset types
to assets is shown in Figure 5-7.
ff. RT~1' RT1
Figure 5-6: Abstract conceptual organization designed for goal G1, using Scenario II. RT's are
roles and rT's are resource types. The attributes of the roles and resource types are described
in Appendix B.
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Figure 5-7: Concrete conceptual organization designed for goal G1, using Scenario I E's are
elements and r's are resources. The attributes of the elements and resources are described in
Appendix B.
5.4.3 Scenario III: Effect of a Decrease in Hostility
The degree of hostility in the environment is reflected in the internal and external
coordination weights used in Phase II of organizational design. It is stipulated that the
more hostile the environment, the more the organization will attempt to minimize
external coordination because of the volatile nature of communication links. For very
hostile environments, this design objective is reflected in an external coordination weight
that is large relative to the internal coordination weight. A large external coordination
weight makes an organization more sensitive to its external coordination and rewards it
strongly for minimizing it. The organization described in Section 5.4.1 was designed
within the context of high environmental hostility, and Scenario III explores the effects of
a decrease of hostility in the environment as reflected in a small external coordination
weight relative to the internal coordination weight.
Figures 5-8(a), (b), and (c) show the first few steps of the design process given the
parameters of Scenario III. It can be seen that the sum of external coordinations over all
managers increases by 4 relative to Scenario II. This phenomenon is in line with the
logic just discussed - namely that in a less hostile environment, an organization will allow
more external coordination between its managers. This observed increase in overall
external coordination is caused by an altered process of cluster merging which distributes
the tasks among the managers in a different way than in Scenario I.
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Figure 5-8: Organizational design steps for goal G1 using Scenario III - (a) Coordination network
generated in Phase II of the developed organizational design methodology. Each node is a cluster of
asset types. Each cluster has a set of tasks that it executes, an internal coordination (IC) equal to
the number its member asset types, and an external coordination (EC) equal to the sum of all
coordination links to other clusters generated by shared tasks; (b) Tree generated in Phase III from
the coordination network. The numbers 1-4 are the sequentially added edges of the tree and 5 is the
node selected as the leader; (c) Hierarchy created by pulling the leader to the top and letting the
nodes dangle. RT4 is a manager role that is mapped to the clusters.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This thesis presents a systems engineering approach to organizational design in the
context of self-organization in autonomous distributed operations. The methodology we
present is a four-phased approach that sequentially optimizes an organizational design
along multiple dimensions. The methodology takes a set of goals and a set of parameters
and constraints selected by a designing element as inputs and generates a concrete
conceptual organization. The first phase establishes the abstract membership of an
organization by mapping asset types, in the form of roles and resource types, to the set of
tasks that makes up the adopted goals. The second phase clusters the assigned asset types
into sub-groups and maps the groups to manager roles. Manager roles are modeled as
information processing entities that handle the coordination that is required between asset
types that jointly execute tasks. The third phase takes the coordination network that
exists between managers and creates a hierarchy tree. The hierarchy dictates decision-
making relationships between the managers, who are then left to determine how the asset
types assigned to them should relate to each other. The fourth phase maps the abstract
members of an organization (roles and resource types) to concrete, known assets, in the
form of elements and resources. This mapping reflects the membership desired by a
designing element and does not automatically imply that the specified assets are included
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in the organization. In order for the organization to become functional, assets specified in
the design must choose to adopt the proposed organization.
The organizational design methodology introduced in this thesis is demonstrated with
respect to a set of goals and a set of fabricated scenarios, which are intended to reflect
situations commonly encountered in Military Operations in Urban Terrain. Comparisons
are made between organizations designed using different goals and scenarios.
While this thesis focuses on a specific implementation of organizational design, it also
presents a high-level description of all the components that make up self-organization in
autonomous distributed operations. It also goes a step further and presents a framework
for autonomous distributed operations by defining a set of terms and exploring key
concepts related to the field. In order to provide context for the presented framework,
background material describing organization theory, autonomous systems, and
collaboration infrastructure, is presented.
6.1 Thesis Contributions
This research presents a novel approach to organizational design by removing the general
assumption that the designer of an organization is external to the autonomous system in
which the organization exists, and therefore has complete control over the system.
Instead, this research approaches the issue of organizational design from the perspective
of entities that reside within autonomous systems and are constrained by their resources,
capabilities, and environment. This paradigm shift motivates a redesign of an existing
three-phase systems engineering approach to organizational design. Specifically, the
need for a layer of design abstraction, to act as a buffer between an autonomous entity's
internally conceptualized organizations and the creation of functional organizations
external to the entity, is addressed. An original, four-phase approach is developed and
presented that includes this layer of design abstraction and which revisits and enhances
the currently existing three-phase approach.
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This thesis also makes significant contributions towards developing a comprehensive
framework for autonomous distributed operations. It does this by defining and presenting
core terminology and key concepts that are central to the framework. Additionally, a
considerable amount of work is done in developing the software infrastructure that takes
autonomous distributed operations from concept to implementation.
6.2 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis identifies a process, methods, techniques and a
framework for creating self-organization in autonomous distributed operations. Within
the organizational design process itself, there remains considerable amount of research
yet to be done in developing new optimization criteria that reflect real-world objectives
and developing the algorithms to implement them. Beyond the design process, there are
a number of methods and techniques of self-organization that need further research and
implementation. These include goal evaluation and adoption, organizational strategizing,
goal decomposition and aggregation, and organization adoption. All of these components
need to be developed and integrated in order for true self-organization to be realized in
autonomous distributed operations.
Another vein of future work is to develop a simulation system that can be used during the
design process to generate Monte Carlo simulations of an organization's operation. This
synthetic operation data would then be used to further refine an organization's design.
Two key issues of that work would be to design a model of an organization's
environment that captures enough of the real environment to generate meaningful
simulations and to define appropriate evaluation metrics that capture the performance of
an organization.
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Appendix A
Autonomous Distributed Operations
Software Infrastructure
The core of the software infrastructure is implemented in Java. Java was selected
because of its computer platform independence and because of its ability to run on
multiple device types. The infrastructure also uses XMIL for inter-platform
communications and for some data storage schemes.
The following sections describe the make up of ADOPlatforms and elements in detail and
also explore other salient aspects of the infrastructure such as communications, data
handling, and the environment.
A.1 ADOPlatform
As shown in Figure 4-5, ADOPlaforms are the foundation components of the software
infrastructure designed for autonomous distributed operations. They reside on the
autonomous vehicles and provide the medium in which elements, roles, software
resources, services, and organizations exist. ADOPlatforms have a resource that
encapsulates their data, including the elements they host, and may have additional
resources pertaining to inter-platform communication, data storage, and physical resource
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drivers, among others. While ADOPlatforms may have dynamic resources that operate in
a continuous fashion, such as a messaging buffer, they do not have the decision-making
abilities to set the parameters of these resources. In this sense, ADOPlatforms do not
have the capability of autonomous operation and merely provide the medium for
elements to engage in autonomous operation.
A.2 Elements
Elements have a set of resources, many of which share a similar function to those held by
the ADOPlatforms, such as those pertaining to communications and data storage.
Elements also have capabilities. While there is no Capability class in the autonomous
distributed operations framework, capabilities are implicitly addressed in the form of
functional methods and calls to those methods in elements' decision-making process. In
order to present their resources and capabilities to all elements in a simple and standard
form, elements bundle their resources and capabilities in functional packages called
services. Services are then advertised and any element that notices them and desires for
them to be executed can negotiate for it with the host element.
In order to interact with the world external to themselves, elements must keep internal
models of all external things of interest. Models are simplified representations of systems
or objects that capture features the holder of the model deems important. For example,
an element's model of another element might include languages understood, protocols
used, and host platform. Objects and systems to be modeled may include the platform
that an element is hosted on, the environment, other platforms, and other elements hosted
on other platforms. Maintaining these models is critical for an element's ability to reason
about the state of the world in order to determine a proper course of action.
A.3 Communication
Communication is the nervous system of autonomous distributed operations. The entire
framework of autonomous distributed operations rests on the premise that most goals of
interest require more resources and capabilities than any one element possesses. This
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necessitates negotiation between elements to employ distributed services to accomplish
complex tasks. The following sections present a detailed description of the components
that make up the communication system.
A.3.1 Messages
The autonomous distributed operations framework provides a default message language
in order to ensure that all element and ADOPlatforms have a way of communicating.
While only the default message language has been implemented, the system is designed
in such a way as to allow later developers to create and employ more complex languages.
The developed communication system has two methodologies for message encapsulation.
The first, which is implemented in a class called ADOMessage, is used for intra-platform
communication. Its structure draws heavily from the FIPA message specifications [18].
An ADOMessage object includes the following attributes: act, sender, receiver, number
of hops, number of send attempts, text message, action, content, language, reply-with,
and in-reply-to. The act is a high-level description of what the intention of the message
is. Some examples of acts include: request, inform, cancel, and confirm. The number of
hops and number of send attempts fields have to with the handling of the message. The
former specifies how far the message should try to propagate through the communication
network and the latter specifies how many attempts should be made to deliver the
message in the event that the receiver is unavailable. The text message is only for human
use and allows for the inclusion of a natural language message. The action is the action
that the sender desires the receiver to take. The content is a data object that is the subject
of the specified action. The language is the language of the action message. This field
notifies the receiver which parser should be used on the action message. The reply-with
and in-reply-to fields help keep continuity between related messages.
The second message encapsulation methodology employs XML and is used for inter-
platform communication. It follows the same structure as an ADOMessage object but
wraps the content in XMIL to allow for computer platform independent communication.
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A.3.2 Buffer
Message buffers allow for asynchronous communication by separating the desire to send
messages from the ability to send messages. This is critical for systems that operate in
highly unstable, hostile environments that are characterized by frequent loss of
communication links. In these situations, a buffer allows the sender to only concern
himself with specifying the parameters of the message's delivery, such as the number of
hops and number of delivery attempts, and queuing up the message. The actual execution
of the message delivery is handled by the buffer. Similarly, a buffer allows a message to
be received regardless of whether the intended receiver is ready to process the message or
not.
The Buffer class developed for the autonomous distributed operations system can be
divided up into two functional groups; one that deals with incoming messages and one
that deals with outgoing messages. The first group is composed of two processes that run
simultaneously. The first process handles the receiving of messages over the network.
The second process handles the delivery of the received messages. The second functional
group is composed of a process that runs simultaneously to the other two processes and
deals with delivering outgoing messages to the network. This process is activated when a
user queues a message in the outBox. The simultaneous processes of the two functional
groups are shown in pseudo-code in Figure A-1.
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Figure A-1: Pseudo-code describing the Buffer classes operation.
The Buffer's operation is shown graphically in Figure A-2.
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Process 1: Incoming Messages
while(true)
wait to receive XMLMessage
translate from XMLMessage to ADOMessage
if(filter(XMLMessage))
store copy of ADOMessage in inBoxRepository
place ADOMessage in inBox queue
end if
end while
Process 2: Delivering Incoming Messa2es
if(inBox.size > 0)
select highest priority ADOMessage from inBox
check for receiver ready
if(ready)
deliver ADOMessage
else
place back in lowest priority place inBox queue
end if
Process 3: Delivering Outgoing Messa2es
if(outBox.size > 0)
select highest priority ADOMessage from outBox queue
check for receiver ready
if(ready)
translate from ADOMessage to XMLMessage
send XMLMessage
else
place back in outBox queue
end if
Filter
(--- opey-a -
(make copy)
XMLMessage _ Translator 1 ADOMessage
- - -> inBoxRe sitory
inBox
(xml 4ADOMessage)
(not ready)
Check (ready)
Receiver (not ready)ouo
(ready) (
Translator
(ADOMessage 4xml)
ADOMessage
ADOMessage
%qutBoxRepository
make copy
Figure A-2: Diagram showing the operation of the Buffer class.
A.3.3 Message Translation
As mentioned in the previous section, the Buffer class uses the Translator class to convert
XMLMessages coming in from the network to ADOMessages for processing within the
ADOPlatform, and vice versa for outgoing messages. The translations are done using a
Java Document Object Model (JDOM ) [27] parser and document builder.
A.3.4 Filtering
The Buffer class uses a Filter class to allow the buffer's owner to specify how incoming
messages should be filtered. Some examples of filter modes include blocking all
incoming messages with a specific "reply-with" field or blocking all incoming messages
that have already been received once. The latter mode prevents the receiver from
processing multiple copies of the same message being forwarded by multiple senders.
A.3.5 Message Handling
The software infrastructure includes an interface called ADOMessageHandler. This
interface is implemented by any entity that has the ability to send and receive messages.
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In the current design, this includes the ADOPlatform and Element classes. The interface
has only one method, processMessage(ADOMessage), which returns a boolean declaring
whether the message was properly handled. The specifics of how the message is handled
is left to the classes that inherit from either the ADOPlatform or Element class.
A.4 Data Related Resources
A set of resources was developed to handle the issues of object instantiation, persistent
data storage, and data updating. The issue of object instantiation is primarily a simulation
set-up issue while data storage and updating are key to the maintenance and evolution of
the system's data structure during run-time.
A.4.1 Data Procuring
The DataProcurer class is designed to facilitate the instantiation of new objects during the
system initialization phase. This resource is needed to guide the process of system
building and to assure that all ADOPlatforms are initialized in the same fashion.
A.4.2 Data Storage
The DataStorer class is designed to provide its owner with mechanisms for storing data in
a persistent fashion. This resource is critical for entities operating in hostile
environments where there is a high probability of individual unit failure. Having critical
data stored in a persistent fashion allows operations to be robust in the presence of
failures. A database storage mechanism using Oracle8i was explored and a text-based
mechanism using XML was explored and implemented.
A.4.3 Data Updating
Proper data updating is critical in any distributed operations system. If data changes are
not propagated in a timely and accurate fashion, individuals' models of the state of the
world will grow inaccurate, leading to faulty decisions and in the worst case, system
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failure. In order to address this need, the developed system includes a class called
DataUpdater that is charged with propagating all data changes to registered entities. If an
entity wishes to be notified of changes made through the DataUpdater, it needs to register
with that DataUpdater.
A.5 Environment
The ADOPlatform class represents the software environment internal to autonomous
vehicles. In real life there is a natural environment external to autonomous vehicles
which effects the vehicles and is in turn effected by the vehicles. However, in the
simulation realm, the natural environment is replaced by a simulated model of the natural
environment. A graphical representation of the simulated environment, showing the two
state variables of terrain and threat density, is shown in Figure A-3. In order to emulate
the influence of the natural environment, the simulation environment has a direct,
uninterruptible, communication link to all objects that represent physical objects in the
real world. The Environment class, which is the simulated environment, uses this
communication link to notify objects of state changes and to receive notification of state
changes and actions taken from objects. During run-time, the Environment primarily
operates as a state transition reasoner and an event generator.
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Figure A-3: Graphical interface showing the simulated environment's terrain map, threat
density map, and the joint map.
A.5.1 State Transition Reasoner
The StateTransitionReasoner is a subclass of the Environment class and is charged with
processing all actions that produce stochastic events, and returning their outcomes. For
example, if an autonomous vehicle fires on a target during a simulation, the firing action
is passed to the StateTransitionReasoner. The StateTransitionReasoner then runs the
joint stochastic model of the firing action and the target to produce an outcome. The state
of the target is then updated to reflect the calculated outcome.
A.5.2 Event Generator
The EventGenerator is also a subclass of the Environment class. The EventGenerator is
similar to the StateTransitionReasoner in that it processes stochastic events, however it is
different in that the events are generated internal to the Environment. An example
generated event is a sever weather storm. If this event is generated one possible outcome
is that all communication links between autonomous vehicles are blocked. This outcome
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is communicated to all the ADOPlatforms through the Environment's permanent object
links. In this case, the message transmitted might instruct the ADOPlatforms to
discontinue sending messages to, and receiving messages from, other entities.
A.5.3 Sensing
In reality, autonomous vehicles do not have direct access to all of the world's state data -
they must perceive it through sensors. This is also the case in the developed autonomous
distributed operations framework, where the ADOPlatform has sensors, which can be
thought of as software drivers for real hardware sensors, that allow it to perceive the
environment. While the system allows for intricate sensors with specific functionality
and operational quality to be developed, it also provides an ideal sensor. The ideal sensor
has the ability to detect the environment's state data completely and accurately.
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Appendix B
Data For Design Simulations
This appendix describes in detail the parameters used for trial runs of the presented
organizational design methodology. It also includes data used for four distinct scenarios.
B.1 Simulation Set-up
Computer: Gateway E-5200
x86 Family 6 Model 7 Stepping 3
AT/AT COMPATIBLE
Pentium III Processor
261,552 KB RAM
Operating System: Microsoft Windows 2000
Programming Language: Java (JDK1.3.l01)
B.2 Task Types
TaskType_0
ServiceCategories: None
ServiceCategoryValues: N/A
ServiceCategoryValueRequirements: N/A
ResourceCategories: None
ResourceCategoryValues: N/A
ResourceCategoryValueRequirements: N/A
AverageExpectedProcessingTime: 0
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ProcessingTimeElasticity: N/A
AverageExpectedSuccessProbability: 100%
SuccessProbabilityElasticity: N/A
TaskType_1
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_0, serviceCategory_1
ServiceCategoryValues: 20, 10
ServiceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1
ResourceCategories: resourceCategory_1, resourceCategory_2
ResourceCategoryValues: 2, 2
ResourceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1
AverageExpectedProcessingTime: 5
ProcessingTimeElasticity: 0.5
AverageExpectedSuccessProbability: 95%
SuccessProbabilityElasticity: 0.02
TaskType_2
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_0, serviceCategory_2
ServiceCategoryValues: 6, 4
ServiceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1
ResourceCategories: resourceCategoryO
ResourceCategoryValues: 4
ResourceCategoryValueRequirements: 1
AverageExpectedProcessingTime: 5
ProcessingTimeElasticity: 0.5
AverageExpectedSuccessProbability: 95%
SuccessProbabilityElasticity: 0.02
TaskType_3
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_2
ServiceCategoryValues: 7
ServiceCategoryValueRequirements: 1
ResourceCategories: resourceCategory_0, resourceCategory_1, resourceCategory_2
ResourceCategoryValues: 3, 3, 2
ResourceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1, 1
AverageExpectedProcessingTime: 5
ProcessingTimeElasticity: 0.5
AverageExpectedSuccessProbability: 95%
SuccessProbabilityElasticity: 0.02
TaskType_4
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_1, serviceCategory_2
ServiceCategoryValues: 10, 15
ServiceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1
ResourceCategories: resourceCategory_0, resourceCategoryj
ResourceCategoryValues: 8, 2
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ResourceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1
AverageExpectedProcessingTime: 8
ProcessingTimeElasticity: 0.1
AverageExpectedSuccessProbability: 90%
SuccessProbabilityElasticity: 0.05
TaskType_5
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_0, serviceCategory_2
ServiceCategoryValues: 13, 3
ServiceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1
ResourceCategories: resourceCategory_10
ResourceCategoryValues: 6
ResourceCategoryValueRequirements: 1
AverageExpectedProcessingTime: 8
ProcessingTimeElasticity: 0.2
AverageExpectedSuccessProbability: 85%
SuccessProbabilityElasticity: 0.02
TaskType_6
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_2
ServiceCategoryValues: 10
ServiceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1
ResourceCategories: resourceCategory_0, resourceCategory_1, resourceCategory_2
ResourceCategoryValues: 5, 6, 1
ResourceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1, 1
AverageExpectedProcessingTime: 8
ProcessingTimeElasticity: 0.2
AverageExpectedSuccessProbability: 85%
SuccessProbabilityElasticity: 0.02
B.3 Goals
B.3.1 Goal GI
Goal GI is shown in Figure B-1. The tasks are of type: TaskType_1, TaskType_2, and
TaskType_3, in order.
Figure B-1: Goal 1 is composed of three tasks, in addition to the default starting and ending tasks.
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B.3.2 Goal G2
Goal G2 is shown in Figure B-2. The tasks are of type: TaskType_4, TaskType_5,
TaskType_6, in order.
Figure B-2: Goal 2 is composed of three tasks, in addition to the default starting and ending tasks.
B.3.3 Goal GI u G2
Goal GI u G2 is shown in Figure B-3. The tasks are of type: TaskType_1, TaskType_2,
TaskType_3, TaskType_6, TaskType_4, TaskType_5, in order.
Figure B-3: Goal G1 U G2 is the union of goals G1 and G2. It is composed of 6 tasks in addition
to the default starting and ending tasks.
B.3.4 Concatenated Goal (GC)
The Concatenated Goal is shown in Figure B-4. The tasks are of type: TaskType_1,
TaskType_2, and TaskType_3, TaskType_4, TaskType_5, TaskType_6, TaskType_4,
TaskType_5, TaskType_6, TaskTypej, TaskType_3, TaskType_4, TaskType_2,
TaskType_5, TaskType,_6, in order. The black dots in the middle of the goal are default
tasks that signify the end of a subgoal. They are of type TaskTypeO.
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Figure B-4: The concatenated goal GC is the fusion of goals G1, G2, and G1UG2. The number of
each constituent goal present in the concatenated goal is proportional to the expected frequency
occurrence of that goal. This figure indicates that G1, G2, and G1UG2, are expected 25%, 50%,
and 25% of the time, respectively.
B.4 Roles
Role_0
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_0, serviceCategoryl
ServiceCategoryValues: 5, 7
ServiceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1
ResourceCategories: resourceCategory_0, resourceCategoryl
ResourceCategoryValues: 5, 4
ResourceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1
Role_1
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_1, serviceCategory_2
ServiceCategoryValues: 4, 4
ServiceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1
ResourceCategories: resourceCategory_1, resourceCategory_2
ResourceCategoryValues: 5, 8
ResourceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1
Role_2
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_.0, serviceCategory_1, serviceCategory_2
ServiceCategoryValues: 2, 4, 4
ServiceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1, 1
ResourceCategories: resourceCategory_0, resourceCategory_1, resourceCategory_2
ResourceCategoryValues: 3, 3, 3
ResourceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1, 1
Role_3
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_4, serviceCategory_5
ServiceCategoryValues: 500, 100
ServiceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1
ResourceCategories: None
ResourceCategoryValues: N/A
ResourceCategoryValueRequirements: N/A
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Role_4
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_4, serviceCategory_5
ServiceCategoryValues: 300, 100
ServiceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1
ResourceCategories: None
ResourceCategoryValues: N/A
ResourceCategoryValueRequirements: N/A
Role_5
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_0, serviceCategory_1, serviceCategory_2,
serviceCategory_4, serviceCategory_5
ServiceCategoryValues: 10, 10, 10, 10, 10
ServiceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
ResourceCategories: None
ResourceCategoryValues: N/A
ResourceCategoryValueRequirements: N/A
Role_6
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_0, serviceCategory_1, serviceCategory_2,
serviceCategory_4, serviceCategory_5
ServiceCategoryValues: 10, 10, 10, 10, 10
ServiceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1
ResourceCategories: resourceCategory_0, resourceCategory_1, resourceCategory_2
ResourceCategoryValues: 10, 10, 10
ResourceCategoryValueRequirements: 1, 1, 1
B.5 Resource Types
ResourceTypeO
ResourceCategory: resourceCategoryo
ResourceCategoryValue: 5
ResourceType_1
ResourceCategory: resourceCategory_0
ResourceCategoryValue: 3
ResourceType_2
ResourceCategory: resourceCategory_0
ResourceCategoryValue: 7
ResourceType_3
ResourceCategory: resourceCategoryj
ResourceCategoryValue: 3
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ResourceType_4
ResourceCategory: resourceCategorylI
ResourceCategoryValue: 2
ResourceType_.5
ResourceCategory: resourceCategoryl
ResourceCategoryValue: 6
ResourceType_6
ResourceCategory: resourceCategory_2
ResourceCategoryValue: 4
ResourceType_7
ResourceCategory: resourceCategory_2
ResourceCategoryValue: 7
ResourceType_8
ResourceCategory: resourceCategory_2
ResourceCategoryValue: 5
B.6 Elements
Element_0
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_0, serviceCategory_1, serviceCategory_2,
serviceCategory_4, serviceCategory_5
ServiceCategoryValues: 25, 25, 25, 500, 100
ResourceCategories: resourceCategory_0, resourceCategory_1, resourceCategory_2
ResourceCategoryValues: 25, 25, 25
Element_1
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_0, serviceCategory_1, serviceCategory_2,
serviceCategory_4, serviceCategory_5
ServiceCategoryValues: 5, 2, 5, 55, 35
ResourceCategories: resourceCategory_0, resourceCategoryj, resourceCategory_2
ResourceCategoryValues: 2, 7, 15
Element_2
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_0, serviceCategory_1, serviceCategory_2
ServiceCategoryValues: 5, 2, 5
ResourceCategories: resourceCategory_0, resourceCategoryi, resourceCategory_2
ResourceCategoryValues: 6, 17, 5
Element_3
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_9, serviceCategoryj, serviceCategory_2,
ServiceCategoryValues: 10, 10, 10
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ResourceCategories: resourceCategory_0, resourceCategory_1, resourceCategory_2
ResourceCategoryValues: 10, 10, 10
Element_4
ServiceCategories: serviceCategory_0, serviceCategory_1, serviceCategory_2,
serviceCategory_4, serviceCategory_5
ServiceCategoryValues:10, 10, 10, 10, 10
ResourceCategories: resourceCategory_0, resourceCategory_1, resourceCategory_2
ResourceCategoryValues: 10, 10, 10
B.7 Resources
Resource_0
ResourceCategory: resourceCategory_0
ResourceCategoryValue: 3
Resource_1
ResourceCategory: resourceCategory-9
ResourceCategoryValue: 5
Resource_2
ResourceCategory: resourceCategoryo
ResourceCategoryValue: 10
Resource_3
ResourceCategory: resourceCategoryj
ResourceCategoryValue: 3
Resource_4
ResourceCategory: resourceCategoryj
ResourceCategoryValue: 5
Resource_5
ResourceCategory: resourceCategoryj
ResourceCategoryValue: 10
Resource_6
ResourceCategory: resourceCategory-2
ResourceCategoryValue: 3
Resource_7
ResourceCategory: resourceCategory-2
ResourceCategoryValue: 5
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Resource_8
ResourceCategory: resourceCategory_2
ResourceCategoryValue: 10
B.8 Scenario I
This scenario is characterized by high hostility, a limited asset pool, balanced time, cost,
and success weights, and a random cost structure.
B.8.1 Costs
Role Costs
Role_0: 7
Role_1: 8
Role_2: 15
Role_3: 20
Role_4: 10
Resource Type Costs
ResourceType_0: 5
ResourceType_1: 3
ResourceType_2: 7
ResourceType_3: 6
ResourceType_4: 4
ResourceType_5: 12
ResourceType_6: 6
ResourceType_7: 11
ResourceType_8: 7
Element Costs
Element_0: 25
Element_1: 15
Element_2: 10
Resource Costs
Resource_0: 3
Resource_1: 5
Resource_2: 10
Resource_3: 6
Resource_4: 10
Resource_5: 20
Resource_6: 5
Resource_7: 7
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Resource_8: 15
B.8.2 Weights and Ratios
Time Weight: 100
Success Weight: 100
Cost Weight: 100
Internal Coordination Weight: 1
External Coordination Weight: 5
AssetTypePoolSizeToManagerRatio: 0.25
B.8.3 Constraints
Roles
Role_0: 3
Role_1: 3
Role_2: 3
Role_3: 6
Role_4: 6
ResourceTypes
ResourceType_0: 3
ResourceType_1: 3
ResourceType_2: 3
ResourceType_3: 3
ResourceType_4: 3
ResourceType_5: 3
ResourceType_6: 3
ResourceTypej: 3
ResourceType_8: 3
Elements
Element_0: 4
Element_1: 8
Element_2: 8
Resources
Resource_0: 8
Resource_1: 8
Resource_2: 4
Resource_3: 8
Resource_4: 8
Resource_5: 4
Resource_6: 8
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Resource_7: 8
Resource_8: 4
B.9 Scenario II
This scenario is characterized by high hostility, a limited asset pool, a dominant cost
weight, and a random cost structure.
B.9.1 Costs
Same as scenario I.
B.9.2 Weights and Ratios
Time Weight: 1
Success Weight: 1
Cost Weight: 1000
Internal Coordination Weight: 1
External Coordination Weight: 5
AssetTypePoolSizeToManagerRatio: 0.25
B.9.3 Constraints
Same as scenario I.
B.10 Scenario III
This scenario is characterized by low hostility, a limited asset pool, balanced time, cost,
and success weights, and a random cost structure.
B.10.1 Costs
Same as scenario I.
B. 10.2 Weights and Ratios
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Time Weight: 100
Success Weight: 100
Cost Weight: 100
Internal Coordination Weight: 5
External Coordination Weight: 1
AssetTypePoolSizeToManagerRatio: 0.25
B. 10.3 Constraints
Same as scenario I.
B.11 Scenario IV
This scenario is characterized by high hostility, an expanded asset pool, a dominant cost
weight, and a cost structure that is commensurate with asset types' and assets' service
and resource category values.
B.11.1 Costs
Role Costs
Role_0: 21
Role_1: 21
Role_2: 19
Role_3: 600
Role_4: 400
Role_5: 50
Role_6: 80
Resource Type Costs
ResourceType_: 5
ResourceTypel: 3
ResourceType_2: 7
ResourceType_3: 3
ResourceType_4: 2
ResourceType_5: 6
ResourceType_6: 4
ResourceType_7: 7
ResourceType_8: 5
Element Costs
Element_0: 750
Element_1: 126
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Element_2: 40
Element_3: 60
Element_4: 80
Resource Costs
Resource_0: 3
Resource_1: 5
Resource_2: 10
Resource_3: 3
Resource_4: 5
Resource_5: 10
Resource_6: 3
Resource_7: 5
Resource_8: 10
B. 11.2 Weights and Ratios
Time Weight: 1
Success Weight: 1
Cost Weight: 1000
Internal Coordination Weight: 1
External Coordination Weight: 5
AssetTypePoolSizeToManagerRatio: 0.25
B. 11.3 Constraints
Roles
Role_0: 3
Role_1: 3
Role_2: 3
Role_3: 6
Role_4: 6
Role_5: 3
Role_6: 3
ResourceTypes
ResourceType_0: 3
ResourceType_1: 3
ResourceType_2: 3
ResourceType_3: 3
ResourceType_4: 3
ResourceType_5: 3
ResourceType_6: 3
ResourceType_7: 3
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ResourceType_8: 3
Elements
Element_0: 4
Element_1: 8
Element_2: 8
Element_3: 8
Element_4: 8
Resources
Resource_0: 8
Resource_1: 8
Resource_2: 4
Resource_3: 8
Resource_4: 8
Resource_5: 4
Resource_6: 8
Resource_7: 8
Resource_8: 4
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